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 AKIKO WALLEY

 FLOWERS OF COMPASSION:

 THE TAMAMUSHI SHRINE AND THE NATURE OF DEVOTION

 IN SEVENTH-CENTURY JAPAN

 INTRODUCTION

 ccording to Japan's oldest official history, Nibon shoki {Cmonicles of Japan), Buddhism was first

 introduced to the Yamato kingdom in the thirteenth year of the reign of the sovereign Kinmei

 (552) by an envoy from Paekche. The envoy presented Kinmei with a gift: a kind of Buddhism "start

 up kit ” that included sütras, ritual implements, and a gilt-bronze statue of the Buddha.1 In Nihon shokts

 narrative, the sovereigns of the Yamato kingdom thereafter took the lead in promoting Buddhism in

 Japan, after a period of intense debate, persecution, and a decisive battle between the leading clans

 campaigning for and against the religion.2

 Other evidence, however, suggests that Buddhism was already practiced on the Japanese archipel

 ago by the early sixth century within and around the communities of newly arrived settlers from the

 continent.3 Since the members of these immigrant communities dominated the intellectual climate

 of the Yamato kingdom, it is likely that Buddhism (at least knowledge of it, if not actual belief) had

 already spread among the most educated echelon of society before it was officially brought to Kinmei's

 attention. In fact, recent archaeological studies have revealed that even the clans most adamantly

 Nihon shoki, Kinmei 13, winter, tenth month. Sakamoto Tarö, Ienaga Saburö, Inoue Mitsusada, and Öno Susumu, eds.,

 Nihon shoki (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1994), 2:100-3. For an English translation, see W. G. Aston, Nihongi: Chroni

 cles of Japan from the Earliest Times to A.D.分7(1896; reprint, Rutland and Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle, 1972), 65-66.

 See, for instance, Nihon shoki: Kinmei 13, winter, tenth month; Bidatsu 14 (585), spring, second month, fifteenth

 day to summer, sixth month; Yömei 2(587), summer, fourth month, second day; Sushun(587—prior to ascension),

 autumn, seventh month. Sakamoto et. al., Nihon shoki, 102-3,150-53,158-61,162-67; Aston, Nihongi, 67,102-5,

 109,113-17.

 A new wave of settlers from the continent began to arrive in the archipelago in the filth century. Since Buddhism was

 practiced in all of the Three Kingdoms of Korea by the late fourth to mid-fifth century, it is likely that many of these

 new settlers were practicing Buddhists. There are small bronze statues in Japanese collections datable to the sixth or

 early seventh century that are thought to be imports from the Korean peninsula, which seem to support the above

 claim. Furthermore, although one must be cautious to interpret it solely as documentation of private devotion, Fusö

 ryakki (Kinmei 13, "the same year ) tells of Shiba no Tatsuto arriving in Yamato in 522 and constructing a grass hut

 for Buddhist worship. See Fusö ryakki, vol.12 of Kokushi taikei (Tokyo: Kokushi Taikei Kankökai, 1932), 29. Inokuma

 Kanekatsu, ‘‘Asuka no toraijin, in Toratjtn no tera: Hinokumadera to Sakatadera, ed. Nara Kokuritsu Bunkazai

 Kenkyüjo Asuka Shiryökan (Nara: Nara Kokuritsu Bunkazai Kenkyüjo Asuka Shiryökan, 1983), 11-20； Kitö Kiyoaki,

 "BuKkyö no juyö to jiin no söken," in Kodai 0 kangaeru: Kodai jiin, ed. Kanö Hisashi (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Köbunkan,

 1999), 9-11； Donald F. McCallum, “The Earliest Buddhist Statues in Japan," Artibus Asiae 61,2(zooi): 149-88; Asai

 Kazuharu, "Asuka, Nara no bukkyö bijutsu to ritsuryö kokka," in Ritsuryö kokka to Tenpyö bunka、vol.4 of Nihon no

 jidaishi，ed. Satö Makoto (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Köbunkan, 2002), 203-4; Tanaka Fumio, Ekkyöno kodaishi: Wa to Nihon

 0 meguru Ajtan nettowäku (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobö, 2009), 35-116.
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 opposed to the official acceptance of Buddhism were in fact already practicing the religion in private.4

 If that was the case, even if the "introduction" of Buddhism in 552 and the events that followed took

 place exactly as they were recorded in Nihon shoki, these clans' opposition had more to do with the offi

 cial endorsement of this foreign religion by the Yamato sovereign than with animosity toward the reli

 gion itself.5

 The introduction of Buddhism to the archipelago proceeded gradually, and by the time the dis

 cussion of Yamato's official position on the religion began, the factions opposed to the sovereign's

 involvement in its proselytization 一 not to mention those who supported it 一 already had some idea

 of what Buddhist practice entailed. The degree of acceptance and the seriousness of devotion inevitably

 varied from individual to individual and clan to clan. Nevertheless, it is important to realize that pri

 vate worsnip of Buddhism not only preceded the eventual nationwide spread of the religion, but was

 apparently more prevalent than previously imagined. What tnis indicates is that studying private Bud

 dhist practices in the early seventh century can help us understand the beginnings of Japanese Bud

 dhism.6 The scarcity of documentary and material evidence, however, makes it challenging to satis

 factorily answer some of the most fundamental questions regarding such devotion, such as: What was

 the extent of Buddhist patronage during this period ？ What sort of rituals did people perform ？ What

 Buddhist values (if any) did they adhere to in their daily lives ？ This study aims to provide answers to

 some of these questions through a close reading of a seventh-century Buddhist votive shrine known

 as the Tamamushi Shrine (Tamamusni no zushi).

 The Mononobe, for example, were at the forefront of the opposition to the implementation of Buddhism, but they,

 too, might have owned a clan temple (ujidera). Some scholars speculate that the Shibukawa-haiji (Yao City, Osaka

 prefecture), excavated in recent years, may be the site of their temple. Sone Masato, Shötoku Taishi to Asuka bukkyd

 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Köbunkan, 2007), 91.

 Ibid., 91-93. The exact year of this "official" introduction has long been debated. According to Gangöji garan engi

 narabini ruki shizaichö (Founding of the Monastery Gangöji and a List of its Treasures; compiled in 747), Paekche

 envoys delivered the gift of Buddhist objects in 538. Since both Nihon shoki and Gangöji engi were compiled in the

 eighth century under different political and religious agendas, it is difficult to determine which is more accurate, and

 other potential dates have also been suggested. In addition, questions have been raised as to whether the oldest doc

 ument of this event may only have referred to its date generically as "during Kinmei's reign" (as in the copy of the

 inscription on the Asukadera pagoda included in Gangöji engi) rather than a specific year, and whether the Paekche

 envoys brought Buddhist objects to the Yamato kingdom as gifts on more than one occasion. See Gangöji engi nara

 bini ruki shizaichö, in Nara ibun, vol.2, ed. Takeuchi Rizö (Tokyo: Tökyodö Shuppan, 1962), 383. A partial transla

 tion of Gangöji engt can be found in Miwa Stevenson, trans., "The Founding of the Monastery Gangöji and a List of

 Its Treasures," in Religions of Japan in Practice, ed. George J. Tanabe Jr. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,

 1999), 304—5. See also McCallum, "Earliest Buddhist Statues," 151-56; Asai, "Asuka, Nara no bukkyö bijutsu," 203;

 and Töyama Mitsuo, Soga-shi yondai: Yatsuko tsumi 0 shirazu (Kyoto: Mineruva Shobö, 2006), 41-48.

 The time period that this article discusses generally falls into the "Asuka Period," in the conventional Japanese peri

 odization. However, the exact cutoff years of the Asuka Period vary from scholar to scholar, ranging anywhere from

 the 530s to 710. This period includes key events such as the official introduction of Buddhism (538 or 552), the so-called

 Taika Reform following the coup that ended the Soga's dominance in 645, and more generally the emergence of a sini

 cized polity. Thus the decision on what to include or exclude from the Asuka Period can be swayed by one's view on

 Japan's level of maturity as a "nation" in this early period. For this reason, rather than using the term "Asuka Period,"

 this article instead refers specifically to centuries, except when citing other scholars' use of this periodization name.
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 The Tamamushi Shrine is a wooden Buddhist votive shrine presently stored in the Great Treasure

 Repository (Daihözöin) ofHöryüji, an ancient Buddhist temple located southwest of the city of Nara

 (fig. i). The main shrine area, where the central deity resides, is designed in imitation of a Buddha hall,

 complete with a hip-and-gable roof, rafters and bracket sets, doors, and even tiny steps leading to the

 main entrance (fig. 2). This detailed miniature representation of seventh-century timber-frame archi

 tecture in turn sits on a tall rectangular pedestal. The surface of the shrine is completely covered with

 paintings and metal fittings. Its relative smallness (H. 226.6 X W. 136.7 X D. 119.1 centimeters) and

 other particulars of its format make the shrine appropriate as an object of worship in a private resi

 dence rather than as the focal point of a large ceremony within a Buddhist temple. The fact that the

 central deity is sheltered inside a temple-like structure suggests that the shrine was originally meant

 for a place without a dedicated structure for Buddhist worship. Unlike the statues in Buddha halls,

 the central deity of the Tamamushi Shrine was small, evoking a sense of intimacy between the shrine

 and the worshippers. Furthermore, the intricacy of the paintings that decorate the shrine's surface

 assumes a close inspection by their intended audience. All of these imply that the original function of

 the Tamamushi Shrine was as a focal point of Buddhist worship within a small group of devotees, mak

 ing it an ideal specimen for studying the nature of private devotion.

 The present research focuses on the five main Buddhist paintings that adorn the panels on the four

 sides of the pedestal and the back of the shrine above, interpreting their unusual choices of motifs and

 compositions (fig. 3). It will demonstrate that these paintings are in fact brought together under one

 unified theme: charity (fuse or danharamitsu\ Sk. däna), the practice of giving fundamental to Bud

 dhism. I will argue that, although the subject matter for each painting is chosen from different sufras,

 the teachings in one of these sources, the Compassionate Flowers Sütra (Hikekyö; Sk. Karuna-pundarlka

 sutra), function as the framework binding the paintings together under this unified theme, and ulti

 mately shed light on the original patrons of the shrine itself.

 THE STRUCTURE OF THE TAMAMUSHI SHRINE

 The Tamamushi Shrine consists of three components: the so-called "palace section" (güäen) on top

 where the main deity is housed; the rectangular "Sumeru-style" pedestal (shumiza) beneath it; and the

 supporting base {daiza) at the bottom. The palace section most likely originally held a statue of ^äkya

 muni Buddha and his two attendants, although this statue was lost by the early thirteenth century.7

 7 Shötoku Taishi-den shiki (Personal Memo for Hagiography of the Crown Prince Shötoku; also known as Kokon mokuro

 kushö or Shötoku Taishi-den kokon mokurokushö) states:

 Next, facing the East door is a shrine. [It is] the honorable shrine of Empress Suiko. It has a thin body. Tama

 mushi wings are placed underneath the bronze floral relief. (This shrine was brought [to Höryüji] when

 Tachibanadera was demolished. Inside, there are thirteen thousand honorable buddhas. Its height is 2.1 meters.)

 There were statues of the Amitäbha Buddha and his attendants in the shrine (an old record says Sakyamuni Bud

 dha). A thief stole these statues. Two halos are all that remain.

 Shötoku Taishi-den shiki is a thirteenth-century, two-volume collection of records regarding Höryüji and Prince Shö

 toku compiled by a Höryüji monk, Kenshin (fl. c. 1227-c. 1254). This record does not specify when the statue was

 stolen, but according to Kondö butsuzö tö mokuroku (Inventory of Buddhist Images in the Golden Hall, part of Kondö
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 Currently it houses a bronze bodhisattva placed there in the nineteenth century.8 The inside of the

 palace section and the back of its doors are covered with panels of gilt metal with reliefs of row after

 row of small seated buddhas, representing the Thousand Buddhas (fig.4).9 The outer surface of the

 entire shrine is lacquered, then painted with scenes from Buddhist tales, mountains, bodhisattvas,

 guardian figures, and other celestial beings.10 The edges of these paintings are adorned with gilt-metal

 openwork; under them one can still find the iridescent green wings of the tamamushi beetles

 {Chrysochroa fulgidissima) that gave the shrine its nickname (fig. 5).11

 The Tamamushi Shrine is the oldest item of its kind in many respects. The shrine's presence in

 Höryüji is attested in an inventory of the temple compiled in 747, giving it an impeccable provenance

 from, at the latest, the eighth century.12 Stylistic features, however, strongly suggest that it was made

 IO

 II

 12

 nikki，or Golden Hall Diary, compiled in 1078), at least in the eleventh century the shrine contained a gilt-bronze

 Buddha triad. Bettöki (Diary of the Höryüji Abbots) records that, on the first day of the ninth month, 1211, it was dis

 covered that a gilt-bronze Buddha triad had been stolen from the Höryüji Golden Hall; this may have been the cen

 tral deity of the Tamamushi Shrine. Kenshin believes that the central deity inside the shrine was Amitäbha Buddha

 with attendants. However, the paintings on the surface of the shrine are much more relevant to ^äkyamuni, leading

 scholars to believe that the identification in the “old record" Kenshin mentions is more accurate. The earliest studies

 to discuss the identity of the central deity include: Kosugi Sugimura (or Onson), "Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro no

 Tamamushi no zushi," Kokka 78 (1896): 580; and Sekino Tadashi, Nihon no kenchiku to bijutsu, vol.2 (Tokyo: Iwanami

 Shoten, 1999), 428, first published in Höryüji okagami, vols. 11 一 12, ed. Tokyo Bijutsu Gakkö (Tokyo: Bokusaidö, 1913).

 Relevant excerpts from Höryüji records can be found in Höryüji 5, vol.5 of Nara rokudaip taikan hoteiban, ed. Nara

 Rokudaiji Taikan Kankökai (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001), 107-16. The facsimile reproduction oiKondö nikki can

 also be found in Höryüji shiryöshüsei, vol.2, ed. Höryüji Shöwa Shizaichö Hensanjo (Tokyo: Wakö Bijutsu Shuppan,

 1983), 14. For the facsimile reproduction of Bettöki, see Höryüji shiryö shüsei, vol.3, ed. Höryüji Shöwa Shizaichö Hen

 sanjo (Tokyo: Wakö Bijutsu Shuppan, 1985), 37-38. All translations in this article are mine unless otherwise noted.

 Kosugi Sugimura records that the shrine was empty when he studied it in 1888. Kosugi, "Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro

 no Tamamushi no zushi, 580.

 The oldest sütra featuring the Thousand Buddhas is Butsumyökyö (Sütra of Names of the Buddhas), translated by Bod

 hiruci (d. 527). The sütra lists over ten thousand buddhas of the past, present, and future, whose names a devotee should

 recite. However, since the original central deity of the Tamamushi Shrine was a ^äkyamuni Buddha with attendants,

 the "thousand buddhas" that surround them are probably not based on Butsumyökyö, but more generically represent

 the §akyamuni Buddha's "divided bodies" (bunshin), which were believed to manifest themselves in ten directions for

 the sake of preaching the Buddha's teaching. Ishida Hisatoyo, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi no zushi: Gendai ni tou Asu

 ka bukkyö(Tokyo: Tokyo Bijutsu, 1998), 94-98.

 The paintings are done in at least four principal colors: vermilion, blue-green, yellow, and black. Among these, the

 yellow and blue-green appear to be oil-based pigments, while the vermilion and black are lacquer based. See Kawada

 Sadamu, "Tamamushi no zushi no chösa kara," Ikaruga 2 (1984): 9-11.

 Shötoku Taishi-den shiki is the earliest record to mention the presence of the tamamushi wings. However, use of tama

 mushi wings for decoration can already be found in fifth-century funerary objects discovered on the Korean peninsula.

 Other examples in Japan include the lance of one of the four Heavenly Kings in the Golden Hall, Höryüji(c. 650),

 and the spearheads and scabbards from the Shösöin collection (eighth century). For studies on the use of tamamushi

 wings, see, for example, Hamada Kösaku, "Tamamushi-shi shoku kö: Keishü Kinkanzuka no ibutsu to Tamamushi

 no zushi," in Töyöshi ronsö, ed. Ikeuchi Hiroshi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1925), 793-832; Morimoto Rokuji, "Shösöin

 gyobutsu ni miyuru konchü shihen no söshoku ni tsuite," Kokogaku zasshi 50.9 (1925): 582-86; and Yamada Yasuji,

 Kodai bijutsu kögeihin ni öyoserareshi "tamamushi" ni kansuru kenkyü (Kyoto: Yamada Yasuji，1932).

 It must be noted that the earliest description of the shrine through its tamamushi wing decoration does not appear

 until Shötoku Taishi-den shiki. However, Höryüji garan engt narabini ruki shizaichö (Origin of Höryüji and the Inven
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 decades before, in the seventh century, which makes it the oldest Buddhist votive shrine of its kind,

 not only in Japan, but in East Asia. As a miniature of a Buddhist worship hall, the shrine may pre

 date the oldest standing Buddhist hall in Japan, the Golden Hall in Höryüji's West Precinct, which

 was rebuilt sometime in the late seventh century. This makes the Tamamushi Shrine the earliest sur

 viving example of Buddhist architecture in Japan. Furthermore, the paintings on the surface are

 among the oldest examples of Buddhist painting in Japan. Although there is no reliable document

 recording the shrine's whereabouts prior to its donation to Höryüji, the attention to detail, the rich

 use of lacquer and gilt metal, and the artistic quality of its paintings all speak to the high pedigree of
 the shrine.

 The exact date of the shrine's construction is still debated. Hypotheses proposed so far basically

 break down into the following five periods: (i) sometime prior to or during Suiko's reign (593-628);

 (2) early in the seventh century; (3) sometime before or around Kotoku's reign (645-655); (4) some

 time around or after Tenji's reign (662-671); (5) sometime during or after Jitö's (687-696) and

 Monmu's (697-706) reigns.13 Since there is no reliable document that relates to the actual making of

 this shrine, efforts have been made to narrow down the date through stylistic analysis of the shrine's

 architecture, its paintings, and the designs on its metal fittings, and through tracking the dates of the

 first introduction of the sutras on which the motifs for the shrine paintings are based. The results of

 those efforts are conflicting.

 Architecturally speaking, the form of the roof and bracket sets in the Tamamushi Shrine is said to

 be older than those employed in the Golden Hall of Höryüji, which seems to narrow down the con

 struction date of the shrine to sometime prior to circa 693.14 The cut-gold decoration found at the tip

 of a lotus motif on the upper end of the pedestal could be older in style compared to those found on

 the set of wooden statues of the four Heavenly Kings {shitenno) in the Golden Hall(c. 650).15 If this is

 the case, then the Tamamushi Shrine must have been constructed sometime in the first half of the sev

 enth century.

 Comparative studies of contemporary Chinese examples also support this dating, since the figures

 in the Tamamushi Shrine paintings seem to be most consistent with works from the Northern Qi

 tory of its Treasures; 747) lists two shrines, noting their most recognizable traits for identification purposes. The first

 shrine on the list matches the appearance of the Tamamushi Shrine. See Takeuchi, Nara ibun，345.

 A concise summary of the debate regarding the construction date of the Tamamushi Shrine can be found in Hayashi

 Ryöichi, "Tamamushi no zushi," in Höryüji 5, vol.5 of Nara rokudaiji taikan, 42—44.

 The original Höryüji (known at the time as Ikarugadera) was built by the early seventh century, but it burned down

 in 670. The current Höryüji Golden Hall was completed by the end of the seventh century. The 747 inventory includes

 records of ritual implements Jitö donated in 693 following the Human Kings Assembly {Ninno-e) conducted in the

 temples across her domains, and of an eight-volume set of the Golden Light Sutra that was donated byjitö in 694. For

 this reason, it is reasonable to assume that at least the Golden Hall was completed by the end of the seventh century.

 Dendrochronological analysis indicates that the tree providing one of the ceiling panels of the Golden Hall was cut

 down in 668 and the tree providing the other panel in 687. Mitsutani Takumi, "Nenrin kara Höryüji Saiin Garan no

 nendai o yomitoku," in Waseda Daigaku Bungakubu Öhashi Katsuaki Kenkyüshitsu, ed. Höryüji kenkyü no genten kara

 saisentan e (Tokyo: Waseda Daigaku Aizu Yaichi Kinen Hakubutsukan, 2006), 72. Takada Ryöshin, Höryüji I: Rek

 ish't to bunkert, Nikon no koji bijutsu (Osaka and Tokyo: Hoikusha, 1987), 1:35-36.

 On the cut-gold decoration, see Kawada, "Tamamushi no zushi no chösa kara," 10-12; a summary can also be found

 in Mizuno Keizaburö, "Tamamushi no zushi," page 6 of "Hotei," in Höryüji 5, vol.5 of Nara rokudaiji taikan.
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 (550—577) to the Sui (581-618) dynasty.16 For example, the soft contours and small features of the faces

 and the willowy youthful torsos we find in the portrayal of bodhisattvas, and even lay figures such as

 Prince Mahäsattva, remind us of works such as the Bodhisattva in Contemplation (Northern Qi;fig.

 6). This could mean that certain elements of the Tamamushi Shrine paintings date from at least the

 early seventh century. The limitation of a cross-regional comparison of this type, however, is the fact

 that we cannot say for certain when such stylistic traits were known on the archipelago. In fact, some

 research comparing the Tamamushi Shrine to other contemporary sculptural and pictorial examples

 in Japan seems to suggest that certain motifs we find in the shrine's paintings may be more consistent

 with works from the latter half of the seventh century.17

 The issue of dating is complicated, not only by the absence of reliable documentation of this shrine

 dating back to the seventh century, but also by the critical lack of seventh-century objects of this type

 with which to conduct a reasonable comparison. Furthermore, we do not presently have a concrete

 understanding of how cultural transition really occurred in an age of limited and intermittent long

 distance communication, such as in seventh-century East Asia. What we do understand complicates

 our analysis rather than providing us with answers. We know that in the seventh-century archipel

 ago, artistic tastes changed slowly, and what had become passe in its place of origin often remained

 relevant on the archipelago, intermingled with the newly introduced latest mode. Hence, a compar

 ative study with contemporary modes on the continent can only help us identify the absolute earliest

 date of the shrine and not necessarily the actual construction date, while a similar analysis with exam

 ples in Japan is vulnerable to the methodological pitfall of misidentifying what may be the oldest exis

 tent work of a particular mode.18

 As for scriptural examination, not only does confirming the arrival of a particular sütra in the archi

 pelago present a challenge, the question of how literate people were in such texts has also been con

 i6

 17

 18

 19

 Hayashi points out that the standing posture of the bodhisattvas on the left and right side doors to the palace section,

 as well as the headdresses with mani pearl ornamentation adorning them, resembles that seen in the Sui dynasty. A

 similar type of face and body can be found in the wooden statue of the standing bodhisattva 一 popularly known as the

 Kudara Kannon - currently enshrined in the Kudara Kannon Hall, Daihözöin, Höryüji. Kudara Kannon has also been

 understcxxl to derive loosely from Northern Zhou (557-581) to Sui dynasty styles, but its dating within Japan is under

 debate, with hypotheses ranging from the early seventh century to the 680s. See Hayashi, "Tamamushi no zushi,38.

 For a summary and critique of stylistic analyses of Kudara Kannon, see Koizumi ifoshihide, “ Kudara Kannon zö," in

 Höryüii bijutsu: Ronsö no shiten, ed. Öhashi Katsuaki (Tokyo: Gurafusha, 1998), 134—47.

 Matsuda Seiichirö's research on seventh- to eighth-century armor 一 among the most recent work that touches upon

 the dating of the Tamamushi Shrine 一 understands the armor in the painting of the two guardian figures located on

 the front doors of the palace section to date from the latter half of the seventh century. Matsuda Senchirö, "Höryuji

 gojü no tö no chakközö: Fukusei, kösei yori mita seisaku nendai to sono lgi," Kokka 1337 (2007): 40. The central con

 cern of the article is to determine the date of the armed figurines among the clay sütra tableaux located around the first

 story of the Höryüji pagoda. For this reason, Matsuda does not provide an explanation for why the particular style of

 armor presented in the Tamamushi Shrine guardian figures must date from the latter half of the seventh century.

 Töno Haruyuki has raised a similar concern about the method of dating an inscription based on the earliest appear

 ance of a certain word in other contemporary documents. Töno Haruyuki, "Höryüji Kondö Shaka Sanzonzö no

 köhaimei,’’ in Nikon kodai kinsekibun no kenkyü(Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2004), m—12.

 David B. Lurie, "A World Dense with Writing: Expanding Literacies in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries, ” in Realms

 of Literacy: Early Japan and the History of Writing (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2011), 131-47.
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 tentious.19 Here, too, our quest for evidence in writing (whether it be reliable documentation of the

 presence of a Buddhist scripture or the physical remains of a scripture, supported by a written proof

 of literacy) involves the danger of neglecting the possibility that an object (such as the Tamamushi

 Shrine) itself may be the only evidence remaining of the presence of a certain scripture, or at least of

 the knowledge of the teachings it contained, on the archipelago at any given time.

 Though the central concern of this study is to examine the internal workings of the Tamamushi

 Shrine paintings, it is necessary to provide some consideration of the methodological issues surround

 ing its dating in order to anchor the contextual observations provided later in this article. My conclu

 sions are tentative at this stage, yet I believe that the comparative studies presented thus far indicate

 that the Tamamushi Shrine has more elements in common with works produced in the first half of the

 seventh century than with works from any time afterward. In addition to the aforementioned points

 noted by others (such as the architectural style and the cut-gold decoration), certain details in the por

 trayal of the figures also exhibit early seventh-century traits. For example, although Matsuda catego

 rized it as belonging to the late seventh century, even some elements of the armor on the guardian

 figures apparently show the same general characteristics as early seventh-century examples, such as

 the line drawing of a guardian found inside the wooden pedestal for the early seventh-century bronze

 statue of ^äkyamuni Buddha and his attendants in the Golden Hall of Höryüji (hereinafter “ the Golden

 Hall ^äkyamuni triad").20 Furthermore, although it is true that the long, willowy torso remains as one

 body type of Buddhist deities on the arcnipelago throughout the seventh century (particularly in stat

 ues of Bodhisattvas in Contemplation), the stylized curls of the hair draping down onto the bod

 hisattvas' shoulders are more exclusively early seventh-century traits that appear prominently in works

 such as the bodhisattva attendants of the Golden Hall Sakyamuni triad and the standing bodhisattva

 popularly known as Guze Kannon (Yumedono), both from Höryüji (fie. 7).

 To help us narrow down the dating of the famamushi Shrine, let us consider the statue of the seated

 ^äkyamuni Buddha and his attendant (a.k.a. the Earth-Rat-Year ^akyamuni and Left Attendant, here

 inafter “the Earth-Rat Statue”； fig. 8). This small gilt-bronze work (the heights of the central Buddha

 and the left bodhisattva are 16.7 and 13.6 centimeters, respectively) was originally conceived as a triad,

 but the right bodhisattva attendant is now missing. A large mandorla in the shape of a lotus petal

 encompasses both the central Buddha and the attendant, on the back of which is an inscription dat

 ing the work to the “year of the earth-rat," or 628.21 The basic configuration of the statues and some

 decorative elements (such as the large mandorla, the draped fabric at the front of the central deity, the

 large crown" headdress of the bodhisattva, and the heavenly robe of the bodhisattva criss-crossing in

 front of the legs) place this work in proximity to other early seventh-century works such as the Golden

 Hall ^akyamuni triad. However, other details 一 for instance, the way in which the hems of the bod

 hisattva's heavenly robe curl forward, and the generally smaller and gentler facial features (even for a

 small-scale statue such as this one) - distinguish this work from other early seventh-century exam

 ples. The arrangement of the heavenly robes and the shape of the headdresses of the bodhisattvas in

 20 Matsuda, "Höryüji gojü no tö no chakközö," 25.

 21 Which cyclical “ Earth-Rat ” year this inscription refers to has been debated, but I believe the general consensus of 628

 しü to be reasonable. Mizuno Keizaburö, "Shaka nyorai oyobi kyöjizö: Boshi-nen mei," in Höryüji 2, vol.2 of Nara

 rokudatjt taikan hoteiban、ed. Nara Rokudaiji laikan Kankökai (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1999), 58.
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 the Tamamushi Shrine paintings differ from those found on the Earth-Rat Statue. Curiously, however,

 the expression on the Tamamushi Shrine figures is close to that of the Earth-Rat Statue, while the faces

 of the creatures at the top of the central halo resemble that of the räksasa on the Tamamushi Shrine.22

 Although these differences and similarities will not help us pinpoint a construction date, they do allow

 us to tentatively position the Tamamushi Shrine to sometime between the 630s and 650.23

 Despite the difficulty of dating it, its quality and rarity make the Tamamushi Shrine unquestion

 ably one of the key artifacts in seventh-century East Asian Buddhism, offering significant clues to

 understanding the early development of the religion on the Japanese archipelago. It is not surprising,

 therefore, that much research has been done on this shrine in Japan since the nineteenth century.24

 These studies successfully identified the subject matter of some of the paintings and stylistically posi

 tioned the paintings and the shrine as a whole within the larger East Asian context.25 Furthermore,

 research on the materials, including the wood, lacquer, and beetle wings, revealed the shrine's close ties

 22

 23

 24

 25

 I would like to thank Professor Asai Kazuharu for alerting me to the similarities between the faces of the creatures

 {makara) on the Earth-Rat halo and the räks as a.

 Scholars have debated the shrine's place of production. Some have presented the possibility that the shrine was con

 structed in one of the kingdoms on the Korean peninsula during Three Kingdoms Korea, rather than on the Japan

 ese archipelago. Scientific examination of the wood (cypress and camphor) and the tamamushi beetle wings was incon

 clusive, and the debate continues. The scale, however, is presently tipped in favor of an archipelagic origin. Although

 no work equivalent to the Tamamushi Shrine remains, there are examples of early seventh-century metalwork and

 painting, not to mention sculpture. Judging from the qualities of these examples, I do not believe that it is inconceiv

 able that the shrine was produced on the archipelago in the second quarter of the seventh century. It must be noted,

 however, that an "archipelago origin" is not at all synonymous with a "Japanese" (or "Yamato") origin. The social

 configuration on the Japanese archipelago in the sixth and seventh centuries was diverse, to say the least. There were

 "visitors" (some of whom came of their own volition, others against their will) from varying regions, dynasties, and

 kingdoms within the current geographic borders of China and Korea, and any of them could have decided to stay,

 either as resident "foreigners" or by becoming "native" through a process of ceremonial naturalization. The identity

 of their descendants was further complicated through intermarriage, making it difficult to define even the basic con

 cept of nativeness. It is true that politically speaking, the distinction between "native" (Yamato born or ceremoni

 ally naturalized) and "foreign" (visitors or resident foreigners), manifested through one's name based on his/her

 group's ancestral affiliations, mattered, but in actuality the cultural and intellectual lives of the social elites on the

 archipelago must have been more inter- or trans-ethnic. Therefore, the affirmation of the shrine's "archipelago ori

 gin" should be understood merely as an affirmation of the possibility of the shrine's presence on the archipelago in the

 first half of the seventh century, independent from a judgment on the "nationality" of either its maker(s) or patron(s).

 For a historiography of the shrine's place of origin, see Kataoka Naoki, "Tamamushi no zushi," in Höryüji bijutsu:

 Ronsö no shiten, ed. Öhashi Katsuaki (Tokyo: Gurafusha, 1998), 263-64. Relevant discussion in other accessible works

 can be found in Hayashi Ryöichi, "Tamamushi no zushi," in Höryüji 5, vol.5 oiNara rokudaiji taikan、43 ； and J. Edward

 Kidder Jr., The Lucky Seventh: Early Horyu-ji and Its Time (Tokyo: International Christian University Hachiro Yuasa

 Memorial Museum, 1999), 226.

 Compared to the voluminous scholarship in Japanese, there are surprisingly few studies in Western languages dedi

 cated to the Tamamushi Shrine, and so far more attention has been paid to the architectural torm of the shrine than to

 the content of its paintings. The most substantial discussion of the paintings in English can be found in Kidder, The

 Lucky Seventh, 225-33. For a useful summary of the historiography of the Tamamushi Shrine in Japanese, see Kataoka,

 "Tamamushi no zushi," 257-84.

 For major works on other aspects of the Tamamushi Shrine, see Kataoka, "Tamamushi no zushi, 260-73. A compre

 hensive bibliography is also included in Hdryujt 5,117-19,123.
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 to the continent, particularly to works produced on the Korean peninsula. There are still many unan

 swered questions, however, regarding the guiding Buddhist principles behind the paintings adorn

 ing the shrine.

 TEXTUAL SOURCES FOR PANELS 2 THROUGH 5

 In order to understand how the five paintings interact with their textual sources, and with each other,

 we must first identify where their subject matter come from. In this section I will discuss the most

 widely accepted readings of four of the five paintings. For clarity the paintings on the Sumeru-style

 pedestal will be numbered counterclockwise beginning with the front panel (Panels 1-4), and the one

 located at the back of the palace section will be called Panel 5.

 Scholarship on the Tamamushi Shrine dates back to the Meiji period, to a short introductory arti

 cle by Kosugi Sugimura written in i860.26 By the first half of the twentieth century, the basic subject

 matter of the paintings had been adequately identified, except that of Panel 1,located on the front of

 the pedestal. Let us begin with the two paintings most convincingly identified: Panels 2 and 4,located

 on the right and left sides of the pedestal. These two panels tell stories of the Buddha's former lives.27

 The right side of the pedestal (Panel 2) tells the story of the Buddha when he was born as Prince

 Mahäsattva (fig. 9). On the left of the composition, strips of rectangular rocks form a towering moun

 tain, on top of which appears a young man hanging his garment on a tree (fig. 10). Two small lotus

 buds hover behind this man. On the right side of the composition, slightly below this scene, the same

 young man appears in midair, having leaped off the cliff (fig. 11). His hands are stretched forward, palms

 pressed together in prayer. Two lotuses are again visible near the man's head. The speed of his fall is

 demonstrated by the billowing of his skirt and the thin twirling air current to his right. Finally, at the

 bottom right, the man appears for the third time, lying behind a bamboo bush (fig. 12). Above and

 around him are a full-grown tiger and seven cubs devouring him. Although blood gushes from his

 torso, arms, and legs, one can detect no sign of agony in the man's calm expression.

 26 Kosugi, “Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro no Tamamushi no zushi," 577-80. Two works by Ishida Hisatoyo, published

 in 1982 and 1998, propose the most cohesive and comprehensive reading of the five paintings. Ishida concludes that

 the ultimate message of the Tamamushi Shrine is the two-fold practice of the bodhisattva to achieve ultimate awak

 ening :compassionate acts towards other sentient beings and the search for one's own realization of the Buddhist truth.

 The former is represented through the scenes on the right and front of the pedestal, as well as the central deity of the

 shrine, while the latter is expressed through the left and the back two panels. In his 1998 book, Ishida adjusts this

 interpretation somewhat to suggest a semi-sequential clockwise reading of the painting beginning with the Mahä

 sattva scene at the right side of the pedestal. He stated that as one moves from the right side of the pedestal to the

 front, the left, and then toward the back, the message that the shrine presents becomes progressively abstract and con

 ceptual, from teaching one to act upon one's compassion for others, to freeing oneself trom attachment to look beyond

 the external in order to achieve the Buddhist truth. Finally, in the back panels, Ishida argues, the interrelationship

 between sentient beings is mapped out, teaching one to realize the Buddha nature in every sentient being and the

 eternal nature of the Buddha. Although I depart significantly in my interpretation of the overall message of the shrine,

 I concur with much of Ishida's identification of the front and back panels. Ishida Hisatoyo, "Tamamushi no zushi-e

 kö," Kokushigaku 116/117 (1982): 1-40; Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, particularly 98-105.

 27 Kosugi, Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro no Tamamushi no zushi," 578.
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 This painting has been identified as scenes from xhejätaka tale of Prince Mahäsattva saving a tigress

 and her cubs. In one of his lives, the Buddha was born as Mahäsattva, the youngest of the three sons of

 King Mahä-ratha. One day the prince visits a forest with his two brothers, where they find a starving

 tigress and her cubs. Unlike his brothers, who pity the tigers but do nothing, Mahäsattva vows to give

 up his body and save them. The young man in Panel 2 is Prince Mahäsattva. There are several versions

 of this story, but the number of the cubs indicates that this painting is based on the version in the Golden

 Light Sütra (Konkömyökyö).28 The painting portrays the key moments in the prince's self sacrifice in

 sequence, beginning with the scene at the top left and progressing to the bottom right corner.

 The painting on the left side of the pedestal (Panel 4) illustrates another story from the Buddha's

 former lives, this time with him being born as a brähmana practicing in the Himalayas (fig. 13). This

 painting parallels Panel 2 in its composition as well as in its theme. A rocky mountain covers the entire

 bottom and much of the left side of the composition. At the bottom right, a beastly figure stands with

 its mouth open, facing a young man standing to its left with ragged clothing and shoulder-length hair

 (fig. 14). On the mountain to the left of the composition, the young man appears again facing the rocky

 surface with a brush in his right hand (fig. 15). Two lotus buds similar to those we saw in Panel 2 float

 behind him. On the right side of the composition, the same man, having presumably leaped from the

 mountaintop, is now depicted falling swiftly with both arms stretched forward and his right knee bent

 (fig. 16). Three lotus buds hover above him, trailing the man as he falls. Below him a deity stands on

 lotuses in midair (fig. 17). In front of the deity, once again, appear two small lotus buds.

 The story ofBuddha's former life as the brähmana in the Himalayas is included in the Great Nirvana

 Sütra {Daihatsunehangyo).^ One day, the god Indra hears of a devout brähmana and decides to test him

 by visiting him in the form of a demonic monster, or räks as a. The räksasa approaches the mountain

 practitioner, expounding half a verse of Buddhist teaching, stating, "All things are transitory, and

 birth and death are the Law•”30 Immediately grasping the truth of this teaching, the brähmana asks

 the räksasa for the rest of the verse. The räksasa consents to this request, but in return requests the

 brähmana^ life. Out of his passion for learning the true teaching, the brähmana readily agrees to this

 exchange. Once the räksasa has recited the latter half of the verse 一 iranscending birth and death,

 how blissful is the absolute” 一 the brähmana writes it on rocks, trees, and roads, then leaps off a tall

 tree to give nis body as an offering, only to be saved by the monster himself, now returned to his true

 form as Indra，In the painting, the young man is the brähmana, and the beastly figure at the bottom

 right is the räksasa, whose true deified form as Indra appears above him, extending his arms to save

 the practitioner from his deadly fall.

 28 Konkömyökyö(Sk. Suvarna-prabhäsöttama-sütra), Taishö 16:663.353c—356c. Another primary source for the Mahäsattva

 jätaka tale is Gengukyö (Sütra of the Wise and the Foolish; Sk. Damamüka-nidäna-sütra), Taishö 4:202.352b—353b.

 Although there are many similarities between the two stories, in the Gengukyö version, the number of the cubs is two

 instead of seven. For an extensive examination of the Mahäsattva scene, see Uehara Kazu, "Tonkö Bakkökutsu ni

 okeru ‘Makasatta honjö’ zu no shosö toTamamushi no zushi no ‘shashin shiko’ zu, ' Bigaku bijutsusm ronshü8.1 (1991):

 4-189.

 29 Daihatsunehangyö (Sk. Mahäparinirväna-sütra), Tatshö エ 2:3ア4.449b-45It>.

 30 Ibid., 12:374 450a.

 スI Ibid., 12:374.451a. Translation taken from Kidder, ihe Lucky Seventh, 231.
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 Moving to the back of the shrine, Panels 3 and 5 have been less conclusively matched with textual

 sources. The two paintings both depict popular motifs, but since these motifs occur in several differ

 ent sufras, it has not been determined which text forms the basis of each panel, if indeed a particular
 text was meant.

 Panel 3, on the back of the pedestal, is understood to portray Mount Sumeru and the undersea world

 of the Dragon King (fig. 18).32 In Indian cosmology, Sumeru is the mountain located at the center of

 the universe, but in the Buddhist context it also stands for the world that we live in as opposed to Bud

 dhist paradise. The painting takes a symmetrical composition along the vertical axis. A rocky surface

 at the bottom of the central mountain divides the space horizontally. Below this is an ocean, at the

 center of which is a single-story structure with a tiled roof (fig. 19). This is the palace of the Dragon

 King (näga-räja). Inside the palace, a figure sits on a rectangular pedestal, flanked by two attendants.

 A small red-eyed dragon (näga) coils around the head and shoulders of the central figure. Two birds

 resembling phoenixes appear on either side of the palace, each facing inward with small snake-like

 animals clamped in their beaks. These are the garudas, the nägas archenemy. The mountain that rises

 above the sea is Mount Sumeru. Five palaces are visible on this mountain, two on each side and one on

 its peak. These are the palaces of the Four Heavenly Kings (on the sides) and the Heaven of the Thirty

 three Celestials of the god Indra. Celestial beings in flight can be seen on both sides of the mountain,

 and the sun and moon appear at the top of the composition. Both Mount Sumeru and the undersea

 world of the nägas appear in many sütras, but most scholars believe Panel 3 to be drawing on Sütra of

 the Dragon King of the Sea (Bussetsu kairyüökyö\ hereinafter the Dragon King Sutra).33

 Panel 5, on the other hand, is understood to represent Vulture Peak (fig. 20).34 In the painting, the

 central mountain is an accumulation of four C-shaped niches, each of which is occupied by a monk

 who sits facing forward in meditation (fig. 21).35 Above the four niches, the mountaintop spreads out

 32

 33

 34

 35

 See, for instance: Ono Genmyö, "Shumisen kozu kö," in Bukkyo bijutsu (Tokyo: Köshisha Shuppan, 1926), 264-78

 (reprint of his 1908 article); Ono Genmyö, "Kodai Chüö Ajia no Bukkyo geijutsu ni taisuru gigi, in Daijö Bukkyo

 geijutsushi no kenkyü (Tokyo: Yüzankaku, 1927), 90-117; Minamoto Toyomune, "Tamamushi no zushi oyobi sono

 kaiga ni tsuite," Bukkyö bijutsu 13 (1929): 13-32; Nagahiro Toshio, "Tamamushi no zushi no hitenga," in Hiten no gei

 jutsu (Osaka: Asahi Shinbun, 1949), 17—22; Shirahata Yoshi, "Tamamushi no zushi zökö: Kuchi-e kaisetsu,“ Bukkyo

 ^etiutsu4(1949): 97-99; UeharaKazu, "Tamamushi nozushi-e noshudai ni kansurugigi,"MiyazakiDaigaku Gakugei

 Gakubu kenkyü jihö(1954): 29-30; Hayashi, lamamushi no zushi," 39; Akiyama Terukazu, "Tamamushi no zushi,

 Tachibana Bunin zushi no kaiga, in Akiyama Terukazu and Tsujimoto Yonesaburö, Tamamushi no zushi to Tachibana

 Bunin zushi (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1975), 7; Ishida Hisatoyo, "Tamamushi no zushi-e kö," Kokushigaku 116/117

 (1982): 21-25; Ishida, Shötoku Jaishi to Tamamushi, 67-78; and Nagaoka Ryüsaku, Nihon no butsuzö: Asuka，Hakuhö,

 Tenpyö no tnori to hi (Tokyo: Chüö Köron Shinsha, 2009), 78-90.

 Bussetsu kairyüökyö, Taisböiy.^S.

 HaruyamaTakematsu, "Tamamushi no zushi-e ni kansurugimon," Kokka 678 (1948): 229-31; Uehara, "Tamamushi

 no zushi-e no shudai ni kansuru gigi," 24-26; Akiyama, lamamushi no zushi," 8; Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi

 e," 25—27; Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 79-93; Nagaoka, Nihon no butsuzö, 91-96.

 According to Faxian's account of his journey to India (Kösö Hokken den\ The Account of the Eminent Monk Faxian),

 about three li from the top of Vulture Peak there was a cave where the Buddha used to meditate, and about thirty

 paces northwest of it was the cave where the Buddha helped Änanda to repel Mära's threat. In addition, Faxian notes

 that there were also several hundred meditation caves for arhats in the mountain. The four caves that make up Vul

 ture Peak in Panel 5 could be an attempt to depict these meditation caves around the actual Vulture Peak. See Kösö

 Hokken den (Ch. Gaoseng Faxian zhuan), Taishö 51:2085.862c.
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 to the sides like wings (fig. 22). At the peak stand three pagodas, each containing a buddha. Around

 the central pagoda, small lotus buds seem to float in midair like beacons. Heavenly deities, phoenixes,

 and lotuses fly toward the central mountain from both sides.

 Vulture Peak is a mountain of special importance in Buddhism, since it is where ^äkyamuni Bud

 dha preached many or his sermons during his lifetime. It is also where the eternal body of the Buddha

 resides. The positioning of a painting of Vulture Peak above that of Mount Sumeru may strike one as

 odd because, strictly speaking, in Buddhist cosmology there should not be a spatial hierarchy between

 Vulture Peak and Mount Sumeru. Vulture Peak is a location in “this world," that is, the world cen

 tered around Mount Sumeru. However, this arrangement is apparently consistent with the Buddhist

 worldview of the early seventh century, for it can also be observed in the rectangular pedestal for the

 Golden Hall Säkyamuni triad (fig. 23). Constructed in the typical style of the period, the pedestal for

 the Säkyamuni triad has two stories with traces of the painted image of Mount Sumeru on the lower

 story, and of Vulture Peak above it.36 Vulture Peak is the setting for many sütras, but most scholars

 think Panel 5 is utilizing the Lotus Sütra.

 TEXTUAL SOURCE FOR PANEL 1

 AND ITS THEMATIC TIES TO PANELS 2 AND 4

 Among the five paintings, by far the most controversial is Panel 1,located on the front of the Sumeru

 style pedestal (fig. 24). Let us first look closely at its composition. Panel 1 is organized around a cen

 tral vertical axis. At the bottom of this axis is a lotus flower base, upon which is a stand with animal

 foot legs. Vine-like plants spring out from both sides of this base and the top of the stand, growing

 upward and supporting the next object up the vertical axis, a tall stand with lotus petal decorations

 resting on a second lotus-flower base. This stand in turn supports an oval-shaped container (fig. 25).

 This oval container comes with a cross-like handle, and the area of the lid near the handle appears wavy,

 as if bubbling. Three small lotus buds float above the container. The container is flanked by two monks

 on rocky platforms, each holding an incense burner. Above this oval container floats a large incense

 burner with animal legs that very much resemble the five legs of the stand seen at the bottom of the

 composition. Above this incense burner, two heavenly beings fly inward, each extending one arm to

 hold a small object that is topped with a flower of some sort with a greenish core (fig. 26). The flower

 like object resembles the flower directly above it, at the top of the composition (fig. 27).

 36 For the most recent interpretation of this arrangement, see Nagaoka, Nihon no butsuzö^ 97-100. The details of Panels

 3 and 5 are parallel in many ways, but there are a few key differences. For instance, in both Panels 3 and 5, the sun and

 moon appear at the top left and right corners, but the ones in Panel 3 contain ancient Chinese symbols for the sun and

 moon (the three-legged crow and the rabbit, respectively), as opposed to their counterparts in Panel 5, which have

 nothing inside. Furthermore, the flying deities in Panel 3 include figures resembling Daoist immortals; those in Panel

 5 are more strictly Buddhist heavenly deities. Nagaoka interprets these differences as a juxtaposition of the Chinese

 celestial world in Panel 3 and Indian (or more Buddhist) cosmology in Panel 5, representing the two paradises a devo

 tee could reach after death. Nagaoka argues that by placing the Indian cosmology above the Chinese celestial world,

 the Tamamushi Shrine implies that the highest heaven one can achieve through following the ways of the immortals

 is the Heaven of the Thirty-three Celestials, and in order to go beyond it, one must follow the Great Vehicle.
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 There are two prevalent interpretations of this scene. One holds that it concerns the relics of the

 Buddha (or a Buddhist practitioner); the other sees it as the pictorialization of offerings to the central

 deity originally enshrined inside the palace section. The former interpretation is the older and was first

 introduced by Kosugi Sugimura in 1896.37 Kosugi's reading was based on his identification of the oval

 container as a reliquary, but was questioned by Haruyama Takematsu in 1948 for lack of substantial

 evidence.38 Haruyama based his argument on a theory of perspective traditional in Chinese paintings,

 in which objects located in the distance appear higher in the composition than those that are closer.

 According to this logic, Haruyama argued, if this were a "reliquary" then the picture would depict it

 being venerated by the monks from behind, which is highly unlikely. In the same article, Haruyama

 also refuted the connection of this scene to the veneration ofMahasattva's relics suggested by Sekino

 Tadashi and Tanaka Shigehisa.39

 In 1954 (and again in 1956), Uehara Kazu followed Haruyama's footsteps in interpreting Panel 1

 according to the spatial arrangement of the motifs within the composition. Uehara argued that Panel

 i can be spatially divided into three triangles: one on top with the floating flower and two deities;

 another in the middle with the incense burner and two monks; and the third at the bottom with the

 oval container and two lions.40 Based on this unique "tri-triangle" theory, Uehara concluded that the

 oval container is not a reliquary but instead a container for jewels that were offered to the Buddha (i.e.

 the central deity inside the palace section), along with the flower (top triangle) and incense (middle

 triangle).

 Uehara、interpretation was questioned in 1971 by Hayashi Ryöichi, who emphasized the signifi

 cance of the three "treasure flowers" above the oval container (what I call "lotus buds"), which, Hayashi

 argued, seem to single this object out as the center of the composition.41 Hayashi, in the end, gener

 ally agreed with Uehara's conclusion that we should think of Panel 1 as the pictorial offerings to the

 shrine's central deity, and this reading dominated until the 1980s, when Ishida Hisatoyo brought new

 attention to the older "relics" theory.

 Ishida proposed a new interpretation of Panel 1 in 1982, arguing that it depicts the relics of a bod

 hisattva performing "Buddha's works" {butsuji)A2 Ishida noticed that the scene of constructing 么 stüpa

 Kosugi, "Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro no Tamamushi no zushi," 578.

 Haruyama, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 229.

 Ibid., 230; Sekino, Nikon no kenckiku, 431; Tanaka Shigehisa, "Höryüji Tamamushi no zushi-e no shashindö shisö,"

 in Nihon ni nokoru indokei bunbutsu no kenkyü (Osaka: Töködö, 1943), 33-37.

 Uehara Kazu, "Shükyöga ni okeru kükan hyögen no mondai: Tamamushi no zushi-e ni kansuru gigi o megutte,"

 Bigaku (i9$6): 38.

 Hayashi, "Tamamushi no zushi," 38.

 Yoshimura Rei's 1979 article provided an important basis for Ishida's interpretation. The first to explain why objects

 in Panel 1 appear to be floating in air, Yoshimura hypothesized that the flower at the top of Panel 1 represents the mag

 ical working of the heavenly lotus, which was believed to have special power to produce heavenly beings. Yoshimura

 tentatively concluded that this scene shows the magical appearance of objects for offering, citing a passage from

 Muryöjukyö (Sütra of Immeasurable Life) that tells of a monk who vowed that in his Buddha Land, if bodhisattvas

 wished to make offerings to the Buddha, the objects of those offerings would appear before them merely by wishing.

 Yoshimura argued that the objects along the vertical axis in Panel 1 are those that the two monks (on either side of

 the oval container) wish to offer to the Buddha. Yoshimura Rei, "Tamamushi no zushi daiza kuyözu ni egakareta

 kiseki, in Chügoku bukkyö zuzö no kenkyü (Tokyo: Töhö Shoten, 1983), 235-36, 241, 247.
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 for Mahäsattva's remains is missing from Panel 2. This struck him as odd since the construction of this

 stüpa is the climax of the Mahäsattva tale in the Golden Light Sütra. According to the sütra, the prince

 vows with his last breath that his relics will perform "Buddha's works in times of confusion. After

 the king discovers the Mahäsattva's bones scattered in the field, he builds a stüpa to enshrine them.43

 The tale of Prince Mahäsattva's sacrifice was a familiar motif in China as well as Central Asia, and many

 renditions or it included this last scene of the construction of the stüpa.从 In fact, in the sütra, the tale

 begins with the magical emergence of this stüpa, attesting to the signiticance of this motif as a narra

 tive framework. For this reason, Ishida hypothesized that Panel 1 may be the scene of the relics of

 Prince Mahäsattva performing "Buddha's works.”4) Ishida used volume 7 of the Compassionate Flow

 ers Sütra to explain what it meant to perform butsuji.め

 Now that we have traced this historiography, it is clear that the contention regarding the subject

 matter of Panel 1 essentially boils down to the interpretation of the oval container. As Hayashi Ryöichi

 points out, the three lotus buds painted around this container seem to indicate its special significance

 within the composition.47 But what is this container? What does it contain？ Uehara's reading sees the

 container as part of a set of objects (the container, the incense, the flower held by the heavenly beings,

 and the flower above them) presented as offerings to the statue of the Buddha that would have been

 contained in the opening above this panel. Although it is true that painting an offering to a Buddnist

 statue was a common practice, Ishida points out two details that make such a reading of Panelエ ques

 tionable.48 One is the numerous air currents around the objects along the vertical axis that denote move

 ment, which would be out of place in an illustration of something static such as an offering. The con

 spicuous echoing of shapes within the composition - the recurring animal legs, lotus bases, and so on

 一 also suggests that the painting is not a static offering, but rather a sequence of transformations.49

 The second is the lotus buds above the oval container. Even if these ao no more than indicate the focal

 point of the painting, there is no reason why they should appear around the container, but not near

 the equally important components of an offering such as the incense burner and flowers. These points

 argue against seeing the container as a holder for offerings.

 Konkömyökyö, Taisちö 16:663.356c.

 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 4-17; Uehara, "Tonkö Bakkökutsu ni okeru 'Makasatta honjö’ zu," 4-21.

 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 28-34. See also Sekino, Nthon no kenckiku, 431; and Tanaka, Höryüji lamamushi

 no zushi-e," 37.

 Ishida arrived at this sütra as a possible textual source for Panel 1 by looking through sütras translated by the fifth-cen

 tury Indian monk Dharmaksema (Ch. Tan Wuqian; 38 5-433). Ishida noticed that the sütras understood to be the basis

 for the other four panels all had at least one version translated by this monk. This apparent favoring ofDharmaksema's

 translations led Ishida to the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. See Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e, ” 36. Although there is

 no documentary proof that this work was present in Japan in the seventh century, sütras were often systematically

 imported according to their translators, and sütras translated by Dharmaksema (such as the Golden Light Sütra and the

 Great Nirvana Sütra) were some of the most influential of the period; hence it is plausible that the Compassionate Flow

 ers Sütra, too, was at least known by the early seventh century. The same method was employed by Ono Genmyö when

 searching for the foundation text for Panel 3. Ono, "Kodai Chüö A)ia no Bukkyö geijutsu," 105.

 Hayashi, "Tamamushi no zushi,38.

 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 30-32. See also Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 45-46.

 Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 51-52.
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 Could this object, then, be a reliquary? Ihis reading is strongly supported by the existence of a

 reliquary that is similar in shape in the collection of Hörinji (fig. 28).50 This real-life reliquary is

 thought to date from the seventh century, making it quite possibly contemporary with the Tamamushi

 Shrine. Although the shape of the lid differs, the bulging body of the Hörinji reliquary very much

 resembles that of the oval container in Panel 1. If this container is indeed meant as a reliquary, then

 the next questions we must ask are: what are the relics (supposedly inside it) doing, and how does it

 relate to other motifs within the painting?

 Ishida riisatoyo made a case for the Compassionate Flowers Sutra as the source for the actions taking

 place in Panel 1. Indeed, in addition to the oval container, other motifs in Panel 1 correspond surpris

 ingly closely to the description of relics performing "Buddha's work" in this sütra. In volume 7 of the

 sütra, the protagonist of the story - a minister named Treasure Sea 一 vows that his relics will arise

 from the ground in times of distress and be transformed into a run jewel as they rise into the heavens;

 the jewel will in turn produce miraculous phenomena appealing to all the senses, such as flowers and

 fragrances and the sound of voices chanting, appeasing sentient beings and leading them to awaken

 ing. The sütra states:

 [V]arious mandala flowers... will fall from the sky like rain. They will emit pure light as great as

 a wheel. [They will have] a hundred leaves, a thousand leaves, or a hundred thousand leaves or a

 hundred thousand flowers. Their light will permeate everywhere. And an excellently pleasing fra

 grance will spread everywhere, which no spectator will dislike. The luminosity of the light will

 be immeasurable. The magnilicence of the fragrance will be beyond imagination. Myriads of flow

 ers will fall like pure rain, and while they fall, various beautiful voices will also emerge. The voice

 of the Buddha, that of the Law, and that of sangas... various heavenly beings in rüpa-dhätu all will

 hear these voices emerging from the flowers.. ..5I

 The items described in this passage, from the heavenly mandala flowers to the pleasing fragrance and

 beautiful voices, can be found in Panel 1. The flower floating at the top of the composition may be

 understood as a depiction of the heavenly flowers mentioned in the sütra (as proposed by Ishida), while

 the incense burner is a visualization of the fragrances.52 The two monks holding incense burners may

 also represent fragrance, but in addition to this, close examination reveals that both have their mouths

 slightly opened as if they are chanting sütras, which might also implicate them in the prophesied

 voices (fig. 29).

 In other words, this painting may be showing a temporal sequence, depicting relics in various

 stages of transformation. At the bottom we see the relics in a reliquary; the wavy lines on the lid may

 indicate magical powers at work. At the top we see the heavenly beings holding what looks like a

 flower, but careful observation shows that the greenish center of the flower is the color of a ruri jewel.

 This part of the composition may be meant to pictorialize the jewel (i.e. the transformed relics) rising

 into the heavens and the jewel itself beginning to transform into a flower. Above this is a more fully

 50 I would like to thank Asai Kazuharu for pointing me toward this source.

 51 Hikekyö, Taishöy.i^.inc.

 52 Ishida，Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 52.
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 developed flower, which nevertheless retains its ruri-colored center. These motifs are surrounded by

 the products of the jewel's transformation: auspicious fragrances and holy sounds.

 The Compassionate Flowers Sütra not only explains more details about the painting on Panel I than

 any other text can, but also reveals previously obscure connections between Panel i and the other pan

 els. Here we must observe that the relics that perform these miracles are not those of the Buddha him

 self, but of a sage lay practitioner who is later revealed to be one of the previous incarnations of Säkya

 muni Buddha. This means that Panel I is in effect another tale of the Buddha's former lives, which

 connects this painting generically to the vno jätaka tales on the side panels.

 Furthermore, all three tales concern charity, a practice fundamental to Buddhism as the action of

 giving. In Mahäyäna Buddhism, charity is one of the six perfections" {roku haramitsu) that will lead

 one to attain ultimate awakening.53 Charity results from the awareness of Buddhist truth, and it can

 also contribute to such an awareness in others: it is a means of attracting sentient beings' attention,

 allowing them to hear Buddhist teaching by first nourishing their bodily needs.54 This "giving" may

 include parting with one's possessions (money, land, family), sacrificing one's body, preaching the

 Buddha's Law, or providing fearlessness and reassurance.55 In the Tamamushi Shrine paintings, Panel

 2 concerns the charity of sacrificing one's body for the sake of other sentient beings. Panel 4 concerns

 the charity of preaching the Buddha's Law, in addition to the sacrifice of one's body. Panel 1 portrays

 charity of a different kind that provides whatever sentient beings desire, from voices preaching the

 Buddha's Law to jewels, flowers, and pleasant fragrances 一 anything to appease their minds and lead

 them to awakening.

 53 The other five perfections are: morality (Jila、，forbearance {ksänti), effort (virya), meditation {dhyäna), and wisdom

 {prajnä).

 54 Maka hannya haramitsukyö (Great Sütra of the Wisdom That Reaches the Other Shore; Sk. Mahd prajnä-päramitä

 sütra) states as follows:

 Buddha told Subhüti... I see bodhisattvas of worlds of ten directions, as many as the sands of the Ganges River,

 employing four practices to lead sentient beings. What are the four? Charity, caring speech, efficacy, and coop

 eration with others. Subhüti, bodhisattvas use two kinds of charity to gather sentient beings: charity of treasures,

 and that of the Law. How do bodhisattvas gather sentient beings employing charity? Subhüti, bodhisattvas pro

 vide treasures such as gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystals, pearls, jade, coral; or food, drink, clothing, bedding, shel

 ter, candles, flowers, incense, and accessories. If men or women desire to ride an ox, or sheep, or elephant, or horse

 cart, bodhisattvas will sacrifice their bodies to provide them to the sentient beings. At that time, bodhisattvas

 will speak to sentient beings, saying, "All of you: if there is something you wish, come and take it. Take it as you

 take your own things, and do not be doubtful or troubled. ”

 According to this, bodhisattvas employ charity to attract sentient beings' attention and alleviate their doubts, so that

 they can expound the Buddhist Law to them. Maka hannya haramitsukyö, Tatshö 8:223.394a-396b.

 55 Originally, däna was the practice of donation to sages and the poor that ^äkyamuni encouraged lay followers to con

 duct. After ^äkyamuni's death, however, the meaning of däna was gradually expanded as the tales of the Buddha's for

 mer lives developed 一 many of which told stories of bodily sacrifices he performed 一 and as the Charity of the Law

 {höse) emerged in Mahäyäna Buddhism. Different sütras subcategorize the types of charity differently. Most broadly

 speaking, charity can be categorized into two (charity of goods and of the Law) or three (charity of goods, of the Law,

 and of fearlessness). Charitable actions by buddhas and bodhisattvas are also subcategorized into two: external char

 ity (charity of goods) and internal charity (charity of the body). Mochizuki Bukkyö daijiten, s.v. “fuse, ror the subcat

 egorization of charity in jätaka tales, see Daichidoron (Sk. Maha prajnä-päramitä-Sästra), Taishö 25:1509.142b—143c.

 28o
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 Fig. i Tamamushi Shrine. Asuka period, 7th century. H. 226.6 cm, W. 136.7 cm, D. 119.1 cm. Daihözöin, Höryüji, Nara, Japan. After Höryüji 5,

 vol.5 of Nara rokudaiji taikan hoteiban (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001), 81.
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 Fig. 2 Frontal view of the Tamamushi Shrine. After Höryüji タ，82.
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 Fig. 3 Layout of the Tamamushi Shrine paintings.
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 Fig. 4 Detail of the Thousand Buddhas inside the Tamamushi Shrine palace section. After Höryüji 5,112.
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 Fig. 5 Detail of the tamamushi wings and the decoration under the rafters at the front of the Tamamushi Shrine palace section. After Höryüji j, 96.
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 Fig. 6 Bodhisattva in Contemplation with one leg pendent.

 Northern Qi dynasty, 6th century. Excavated in 1996 at the site

 of the Longxing Temple in Qingzhou City. H. (overall) 90.0 cm,

 W. 30.9 cm. Qingzhou Municipal Museum, Shandong, China.

 After Miho Museum, ed., Chügoku Santöshö no butsuzö: Asuka-butsu

 no omokage (Shigaraki: Miho Museum, 2007), 41.
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 Fig. 7 Standing Avalokitesvara

 ("Guze Kannon，’). Asuka period, 7th century.

 H. 179.9 cm. Yumedono, East Precinct,

 Höryüji. After Shögakkan, ed., Guze Kannon

 (Nara: Höryüji, 1997), 33.
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 Fig. 8 Seated Säkyamuni Buddha and Left Attendant (“Earth-Rat-Year Statue"). Asuka period, 7th century.

 H. (Buddha) 16.7 cm. Daihözöin, Höryüji. After Washizuka Hiromitsu et al., Transmitting the Forms of Divinity

 (New York: Japan Society, 2003), 239, pi.24.
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 Fig. 9 Panel 2,located on the right side of the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal. After Höryüji J, 90.
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 Fig. io Detail of the scene of Prince Mahäsattva making his vov
 in Panel 2.

 Fig. Ii Detail of the scene of Prince Mahä

 sattva falling in Panel 2.

 Fig. 12 Detail of the scene of Prince Mahäsattva being eaten by tigers
 in Panel 2.
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 逗务欠：

 Fig. 13 Panel 4,located on the left side of the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal. After Höryüji^ 92.
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 Fig. 14 Detail of the scene of the raksasa approaching the brähmana

 in Panel 4.

 Fig. 15 Detail of the scene of the brähmana

 writing the verse on the rock surface in Panel 4.

 Fig. 16 Detail of the scene of the brähmana

 falling in Panel 4.
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 Fig. 17 Detail of the scene of Indra waiting to

 catch the brähmana in Panel 4.
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 Fig. 18 Panel 3,located on the back of the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal.

 After Shögakkan, ed., Tamamushi no zushi (Nara: Höryüji, 1999), 18.

 Fig. 19 Detail of the undersea palace of the Dragon King in Panel 3.
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 Fig. 20 Panel 5,located on the back of the Tamamushi Shrine palace section. After Höryüji 86.
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 Fig. 2i Detail of the four monks in Panel 5.
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 Fig. 22 Detail of the three pagodas in Panel 5. After Höryüji 5, 87.
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 Fig. 23 Detail of the front of the pedestal of the bronze Säkyamuni Buddha and his attendants. Asuka period, 7th century. H. 205.2 cm. Golden

 Hall, West Precinct, Höryüji, Nara, Japan. The triangular mountains at the bottom of both upper and lower parts of the pedestal are faded but still

 visible. After Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan et al.，eds.，Kokuhö Höryüji kondö ten (Tokyo: Asahi öhinbunsha, 2008)，114, pi.12.
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 Fig. 24 Panel 1，located on the front of the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal. After Höryüji 88.
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 Fig. 25 Detail of the oval container in Panel:

 Fig. 26 Detail of the container held by the

 heavenly beings in Panel 1.

 Fig. 27 Detail of the heavenly flower in Panel 1.
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 Fig. 28 Reliquary discovered in the base of the heart pillar of the three-story pagoda. Asuka period, 7th century.

 H. 8.5 cm, 0 11.3 cm. Hörinji, Nara, Japan. After Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, Busshari to höju: Shaka wo shitau kokoro

 (Nara: Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, 2001), 47, pi.30.
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 Fig. 29 Detail of the monks' faces in Panel 1.

 Fig. 30 Detail of the Dragon King in Panel 3.
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 Fig. 31 Doors on the left side of the Tamamushi Shrine palace section. After Höryüji 5, 85.
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 Fig. 32 Detail of the heavenly beings' faces in Panel 1.
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 Fig. 33 Dragon King (North-8), one of the Eight Kings of Beings in

 the nirvana scene, north side of the clay sütra tableaux on the first

 story of the pagoda. Nara period, 710. H. 47.4 cm. West Precinct,

 Höryüji, Nara, Japan. After Nishikawa Shinji, ed., Höryüji gojü no tö

 no sozö(Tokyo: Nigensha, 1966), 94.
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 Fig. 34 Portable Buddhist shrine {makura horizon). Tang dynasty, 8th century. H. 24.0 cm. Kongöbuji, Mount Köya, Wakayama, Japan.

 After Tendaishü Söhonzan Hieizan Enryakuji et al., eds., Hieizan, Köyasan meihö ten (Tokyo: Sankei Shinbunsha, 1997), 51, pl.11.
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 Fig. 35 Detail of the mountain landscape on the left side of the Tamamushi Shrine palace section. After Höryüji j, 115.
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 PANELS 2 AND 4

 It is important to note that in the Great Nirvana Sütra and the Golden Light Sütra, the main point of

 the tales chosen for the Tamamushi Shrine is not the charitable action itself, but rather its conse

 quence. In the Great Nirvana Sütra, the story of the brähmana is presented as part of Buddha's expla

 nation of how he was able to expedite his attainment of ultimate awakening through being willing to

 give up his body to learn just half a verse of the true teaching.56 In the Golden Light Sütra, the Buddha

 shares the Mahäsattva story to preach the cause and conditions for venerating stßpaい7

 In Panels 2 and 4, however, a particular detail functions to encourage viewers to think of the

 brähmanas and Mahasattva's actions more specifically in terms of charity. This detail is the lotus buds,

 similar to those already discussed in connection with the oval container in Panel 1. These lotus buds

 have no basis in the sütras where these tales originally occur. In fact, they do not aopear to be part of

 the stories per se. On the other hand, their placement is too careful for them to be mere decoration.

 They appear to be clearly associated with certain actions in the story.

 What is their function, then? In both Panels 2 and 4, the lotus buds appear at multiple points in

 the story, but they are conspicuously absent at one key point in each story. In Panel 4, the buds appear

 where the brähmana is writing the teachings he learned on the rock, where he is jumping from the tree

 top, and where Indra (having returned to his true form) is catching the brähmana. The buds do not

 appear in the scene where the brähmana is listening to the räksasas teaching. They are absent, in other

 words, from the one action depicted that is not a direct demonstration of charity 一 the räksasa teach

 ing the brähmana. The räksasa is not demonstrating charity, since he has asked for something in return

 for his teaching, and the brähmana^ encounter with Buddhist truth does not turn to charity until he

 shares that truth with others by writing it on the rocks.

 Similarly, in Panel 2, the lotus buds appear when Mahäsattva removes his robe and hangs it on a

 tree. They also appear next to Mahäsattva as he is falling from the cliff. They do not appear next to his

 body as it is being eaten by the tigress and her cubs. At first glance, the last scene of the painting where

 Mahäsattva is actually being eaten seems to be the precise moment of the prince's act of charity. If this

 is the case, the placement of the lotus buds appears incoherent. However, it is not so. The Golden Light
 Sütra states:

 At that moment, Prince Mahäsattva returned to the tigress, took off his clothes, and placed them

 on the bamboo branch. [He] made a vow proclaiming, "I now [do this] for the merit of all sen

 tient beings. [I will do this] to illuminate the most excellent and supreme Way. With unshak

 able great compassion, [I will] discard what is difficult to discard. [I will do this] in search of awak

 ening and to know the celebrated place. [I will do this] in desire to awaken the three kinds of sen

 tient beings, [and I will do this] in the hope of ending life and death, rnght and suffering. ” Having

 made this vow, he immediately threw himselr in front of the tiger.58

 $6 Daihatsunehangyö, Taishö 12:374.451b.

 57 Konkömyökyö, Taishö 16:663.356c.

 58 Ibid., 16:663.354c.

 305
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 This passage corresponds to the image in Panel 2 of the prince hanging his garment on a tree. In the

 story, Prince Mahäsattva is distinguished from his elder brothers because he took the initiative to save

 the tigress and her cubs by vowing to do so and by actually fulfilling his vow. In the Mahäyäna tradi

 tion, the desire to save sentient beings (expressed in the form of a vow) and the subsequent fulfillment

 of that desire by acting according to the vow are the ultimate expression of compassion.59 The place

 ment of the lotus buds in Panel 2 seems to emphasize the prince's vow to act charitably and his fol

 lowing through on this vow; being eaten is simply an inevitable consequence of jumping off the cliff,

 and so it is deemphasized in favor of the decisive moment of the jump.

 The lotus buds in Panels 2 and 4 indicate areas of central focus in the composition. A considera

 tion of what they highlight and what they neglect leads us to realize that they serve to emphasize char

 itable action, both at the moment of conception and the moment of performance. The subtle shift of

 focus to moments of charitable action in Panels 2 and 4 is significant when we think of them in con

 nection to Panel 1 because the performance of charity is precisely the central theme in the Compassion

 ate Flowers Sütra.

 The main concern of the Compassionate Flowers Sütra is to explain why ^äkyamuni's Buddha Land

 is so filled with impurity. Its conclusion is that ^äkyamuni willingly chose the Jambudvlpa world as

 his Buddha Land out of his great compassion {daihi) for sentient beings who are unable to be reborn

 into any of the Pure Lands and who are thus trapped in the impure world due to their sins. Since its

 contention is that the Buddha's choice was an act of great charity (äaise), the Compassionate Flowers Sütra

 singles out the practice of charity from among all the six perfections. ”60 Although the Compassionate

 Flowers Sütra does not contain the v^ojätaka tales included in the Tamamushi Shrine, it does contain

 stories much like them in the volumes dedicated to the discussion of charity. Volumes 9 and 10 of the

 Compassionate Flowers Sütra follow the charitable donations and sacrifices of the protagonist, Treasure

 Sea (the future ^akyamuni Buddha), as we follow his incarnations as different sentient beings from

 kings, brähmana, dragon kings, and Indra.61 In many of these stories, bodily self-sacrifice is held up as

 one of the highest manifestations of charity.

 The stories about Treasure Sea's incarnation into wheel-turning kings in particular resonate with

 the Prince Mahäsattva tale. Many of these stories have similar endings, with the king giving away not

 only his country (or the entire Jambudvlpa world itself) but also his body, often piece by piece. For

 example, Treasure Sea was once reborn as a wheel-turning king of a Jambudvlpa land. After giving

 out treasures of gold, silver, ruri, and mani pearls, then his wives, children, consorts, and finally his

 kingdom, the king begins to give away parts of his body to anyone who wished for them, nrst, a

 brähmana comes to the king begging for the king's legs. With much joy in his heart, the king imme

 diately cuts off both his legs and gives them to the practitioner. Similarly, he gives away his eyes, ears,

 sexual organs, flesh, and hands, each time with great joy, vowing that through this charity he will attain

 the ultimate awakening in his future life. Eventually, the king becomes nothing more than a lump of

 59 Ishida Hisatoyo points out that the most significant difference between the Mahäsattva tales in Gengukyo and the Golden

 Light Sütra is the latter、emphasis on the prince's vow to give up his body for the sake of the tigers. Ishida, Shötoku

 1 atshi to Tamamushi, 28-31.

 60 Ujitani Yüken, "Hikekyö no danharamitsu ni tsuite," Indogaku bukkyögaku kenkyü 39 (1971): 71-75.

 61 Hikekyö, 7^/fAö 3:157.222a—229b.
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 flesh, bleeding profusely and barely alive. His subordinates, who do not comprehend the noble inten

 tions of the king, throw what is left of him into the wild, calling the king a fool for giving away his

 body piecemeal. Myriads of mosquitoes and flies suck on his blood, while foxes, wolves, and vultures

 feast on his flesh. At the moment of his death, the king vows that his body will become a great mound

 of flesh, so that all sentient beings needing to feed on flesh and blood may come to him for food. Due

 to the power of this vow, the king's body grows to a thousand yojanas» high and five hundred yojanas

 wide and provides food for sentient beings for a thousand years.62 As in the Mahäsattva tale, the pro

 tagonist, Treasure Sea/§akyamuni, sacrifices his body to satisfy the needs of starving beings, not just
 men but beasts as well.

 Interestingly, the Compassionate Flowers Sütra also includes a story regarding Indra and his trans

 formation into a monster. After his multiple incarnations as dragon kings, Treasure Sea is reborn as

 Indra. He looks down upon thejambudvipa world and sees that the sentient beings have taken to com

 mitting bad deeds. In order to save these sentient beings, he decides to appear before them as a hor

 rendous yaksa, who threatens to eat only human flesh. Those who vow to pursue the ultimate awak

 ening, however, will be spared. The sentient beings, out of great fear, vow to pursue the path to awak

 ening, and Indra eventually convinces all who live onjambudvipa to perform the Ten Good Practices
 and dwell in the Three Vehicles.63

 There is an essential difference between the stories of charity in the Compassionate Flowers Sutra and

 that of a typical jätaka tale. In jätaka tales, an act of self-sacrifice is often immediately rewarded by a

 promise that the being who committed the act will attain ultimate awakening in the future. In the

 Mahäsattva tale, for instance, while losing his own body, Mahäsattva is promised attainment of awak

 ening, signified by heavenly deities appearing in the sky praising him.64 However, in the Compassion

 ate Flowers Sütra, the protagonists in the charitable tales insist in their vows that the intent of their

 sacrifices is not to attain a state of "not falling to bad practices" {fuda akusku), or pleasures in the heav

 enly realms, but arises purely from their great compassion to save others.65

 Through the arrangement of the lotus buds, Panels 2 and 4 accentuate the charitable moments

 within the story. More significantly, however, by doing so, these paintings in effect downplay the nat

 ural reward of the act of charity to its performers. The result is an emphasis on “pure’’ charity, not

 motivated by self-interest.

 PANEL 3

 The tales in Panels 2 and 4 in the Tamamushi Shrine appear to have been tailored to resonate more

 strongly with the central theme of the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. The Compassionate Flowers Sütra links

 the paintings on the front and sides of the shrine, Panels 1, 2, and 4. But compositionally speaking,

 Panel 1 is much closer to Panels 3 and 5 on the back of the shrine than to Panels 2 and 4. Like Panel 1,

 the Mount Sumeru and Vulture Peak scenes on the back of the shrine are arranged in a symmetrical

 62 Hikekyö, Taishö 3:157.2270-2280.

 63 Ibid., 3:i57.229a-b.

 64 Konkömyökyö, Taishö 16:663.354c.

 65 Ujitani, "Hikekyö," 75.
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 composition centered on a distinct vertical axis. Does the Compassionate Flowers Sütra have anything

 to say about these paintings?

 Let us look at Panel 3, which is directly behind (or opposite) Panel 1. Ono Genmyö was the first to

 identify this scene as Mount Sumeru and the underwater palace of the Dragon King from the Dragon

 King Sütra.66 In this sütra, the Dragon King of the Sea visits ^äkyamuni on Vulture Peak and requests

 that he visit the king's undersea realm to preach. Sakyamuni agrees and descends undersea with bod

 hisattvas, monks, heavenly guardians, gods, and other sentient beings to give a sermon to the assem

 bly of dragons. In preparation for Säkyamuni's arrival, the Dragon King of the Sea builds a great hall

 decorated with gold and precious jewels. Within this hall, he constructs a "lion's seat" for the Bud

 dha and other bodhisattvas and monks to sit on.67 Later scholars generally accepted Ono's interpreta

 tion of Panel 3 as depicting this scene and tried to connect it to specific sections from the sütra. Uehara,

 for example, argued that it is based on volume 3 of the Dragon King Sütra, in which the king invites

 the Buddha to preach in his palace. He interpreted this scene as expressing the uncompromising pas

 sion for the pursuit of the Buddhist Law, which he understood to be the central theme of the Tama
 mushi Shrine.68

 Ishida, on the other hand, presented a different interpretation through his close examination of

 the two attendant figures flanking the Buddha, traditionally understood to be Indra and Brahma, the

 two common attending figures of ^äkyamuni Buddha.69 Ishida noticed that these figures - pointing

 their feet in the direction of the Buddha while also extending their arms toward him — appear differ

 ent from typical representations of attendant figures, which are often portrayed in frontal positions.

 He further noted that the two attending figures look somewhat feminine, hypothesizing that they are

 in fact the näga queen and her daughter, who play a significant role in chapter 14 of the Dragon King

 Sutra, in which the Buddha prophesies that they will attain awakening in the future, regardless of their

 female bodies. Ishida also interpreted the two birds on either side of the palace through volume 4 of

 the same sütra, arguing that it is the scene in which Buddha preaches to the garuda^ to stop their unnec

 essary killing of the dragons. He concludes that the dragon palace in Panel 3 is in fact a visualization

 of the central theme of the Nirvana Sütra, that "Buddha-nature is in every sentient being，” and that

 this thematically links Panels 3 and 4.70

 The correspondence between the undersea world in Panel 3 and the descriptions in the Dragon King

 Sütra is striking. The building at the center of the painting may be understood as the great palace that

 the Dragon King of the Sea prepares for ^äkyamuni, while, as Ishida points out, the two phoenix-like

 birds on its sides match the content of the "Garudas" chapter in the sütra.71 However, before we ana

 lyze the subject matter of Panel 3 any further, I believe it is important to reexamine the central figure

 within the undersea palace.

 66 Ono, "Kodai Chüö Ajia no Bukkyö geijutsu," 105. See also Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 25. Bussetsu kairyüökyö

 (Sk. Sägara-näga-räja-pariprcchä)y Taisboiy.^S.

 67 Bussetsu kairyüökyö, Taisbö 144c.
 68 Uehara, "Tamamushi no zushi-e ni kansuru gigi," 30.

 69 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 22-24

 70 Ibid., 24.

 71 For the "Garudas" chapter, see Bussetsu kairyüökyö, Taishö 15:598.15ia-c.
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 The central figure sits cross-legged on a square pedestal, shouldering a red-eyed dragon (fig. 30).

 On top of his head, we see a small tuft. Because the dragon palace would be at eye level to a devotee

 kneeling in front of this panel, and the central figure inside the palace is the only one within the com

 position that is gazing straight at the viewer, the importance of this figure is unquestionable. As men

 tioned above, this figure has traditionally been identified as the きäkyamuni Buddha. It is true that the

 tuft on top of the head and his elongated earlobes, combined with nis posture, are consistent with the

 common iconography of a buddha. However, one must note that this figure is portrayed only wearing

 his vermilion skirt, completely exposing his upper body. This is highly unusual in a depiction of the

 Buddha, particularly in this period. Elsewhere on the Tamamushi Shrine, in fact, buddhas are covered

 in heavy garments, as we see in the Vulture Peak scene and also in the tiny buddha reliefs inside the

 palace section. Figures portrayed with bare upper bodies, on the other hand, are always bodhisattvas,

 heavenly kings, or other sentient beings.

 If this figure is indeed the ^äkyamuni Buddha, its unusual depiction may yet be explained through

 the "Garudas" chapter of the Dragon King Sütra. The chapter opens with four dragon Kings appealing

 to the Buddha, saying there are four kinds oigarudas living in the sea that eat dragons of innumerable

 kinds -large and small 一 and their wives and children. Due to these garudas, the dragons live in per

 petual fear, with never a moment's peace. Hearing the dragon kings' pleas, the Buddha removes his

 robe and gives it to the dragons, telling them that if a dragon holds but a small fragment of this robe,

 it will not be harmed by the garuäas.72 As Ishida noted, the two attendants point their feet toward the

 center, and one of them also extends both hands toward the seated figure. If we interpret these atten

 dants as receiving something from the central figure rather than making an offering to it, then they

 may be understood as the dragons reaching out for the Buddha's garment.73 This interpretation seems

 to provide a nice narrative coherence with the garudas on each side of the palace.

 If the undersea world in Panel 3 is from volume 4 of the Dragon King Sütra，then it has an interest

 ing connection to the other panels. In the "Garudas" chapter, when the Buddha hands his robe to the

 dragons, he senses doubt and fear emerge in their minds. He therefore reassures them by saying that

 even if the robe is divided among all the people in the Three-Thousand Great Thousand World, the

 robe, being infinite, will provide enough pieces for everyone. Then the Dragon King of the Sea takes

 the robe from the Buddha, tears it into myriads of pieces, and divides them among the other dragon

 kings. The dragon kings proclaim that they will worship their piece of the robe as they would wor

 ship the Buddha himself, or the Buddhist temples and pagodas. Eventually, the Buddha announces

 that these dragons will leave their dragon bodies and attain nirvana.7^ The choice of this particular

 chapter is significant when we consider this motif in the larger thematic context of the Tamamushi

 Shrine, for this, too, is a scene of charity: the charity of fearlessness {semui). In the sütra, the Buddha

 has given his robe to alleviate the dragons' fear of garudas.

 72. Ibid., 15:598.151a.

 73 This reading does not necessarily negate Ishida's reading of the two attending figures through chapter 3 of the Dragon

 King Sütra, since there is always the possibility that these attending figures represent multiple scenes simultaneously.

 74 Bussetsu kairyüökyö, Taishö 15:598.151b.
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 From the description, it is clear that in this chapter, the robe is likened to the relics of the Bud

 dha. This connection is made more explicit by the fact that the very next chapter is called "Relics."75

 This connection with relic worship further links the undersea world in Panel 3 to Panels 1 and 2. Even

 more significant is how the relics of the Buddha are discussed in this chapter. After hearing the Bud

 dha preach to the garudas about four kinds of sinful eating {shishoku), the Dragon King of the Sea says

 that if the Buddha returns to thejambudvlpa world now, he will cause the dragons sorrow. The Dragon

 King of the Sea tries to convince the Buddha to attain nirvana under the sea, so that all of his relics will

 remain there to be venerated, the merit of which will bring the dragons swift departure from their

 dragon bodies and speed their passage to ultimate awakening. Subhüti (one of Buddha's Ten Great

 Disciples) immediately protests by saying that the relics of the Buddha are to be divided eight ways

 so that they can be venerated by the heavenly dragons and monstrous gods of high and low, as well as

 all humankind, providing joy to those who lay eyes thereon and teaching them of the immeasurable

 brilliance of the Buddha's might. As a consequence, these sentient beings will set their minds to fol

 low the path to ultimate awakening. Hearing Subhüti's plea, the dragons eventually take back their

 request for the benefit of all sentient beings.76 In short, in these two chapters of the Dragon King Sütra,

 the Buddha's compassionate action in taking away the dragons' fear causes a chain of events that even

 tually leads to the dragons' charitable act of sharing the relics of the Buddha for the benefit of all sen

 tient beings.

 Ishida's interpretation thus ties the undersea world in Panel 3 to other paintings in the Tamamushi

 Shrine in a meaningful way. Yet this reading is based on the identification of the central figure as the

 Buddha himself. When the appearance of this central figure is compared to that of other figures in the

 Tamamushi Shrine paintings, however, we find there is actually very little that definitively identifies

 this central figure as a portrayal of the Buddha. In addition to the unusual absence of its robe, the way

 in which the figure's skirt is portrayed also seems to have more in common with that of a sentient being

 than that of a deity. In the Tamamushi Shrine, the skirts of sentient beings, such as Prince Mahäsattva

 and the flying heavenly beings, seem to always be drawn longer (down to their ankles) and softer than

 those of the bodhisattvas and guardian figures, such as Indra in Panel 4 and the bodhisattvas on the

 doors at the left and right side of the palace section (fig. 31). In the Dragon Palace, both the central

 figure and his attendants are shown in long, soft skirts. Furthermore, the tuft and long earlobes, which

 are often telltale iconographical signs that a figure is a buddha, do not necessarily function that way

 in the Tamamushi Shrine since they also appear on the heavenly deities at the top of Panel 1 (fig. 32).

 Most important is the fact that this central figure shoulders a small dragon because, at least in early

 eighth-century works 一 as we see in one of the clay figurines from the Höryüji pagoda 一 a dragon king

 was actually identified by a small dragon riding on its shoulders (fig. 33).77 All of these visual clues

 raise the possibility that the three figures do not represent the Buddha and his attendants or follow

 ers, but may in fact be sentient beings 一 the Dragon King of the Sea himself and his attendants.

 Ibid., 15:598.1510-1520.

 Ibid., 15:598.152a.

 According to Höryüji garan engi narabi ni ruki shizaichö, the clay sütra tableaux located on the four sides of the Höryüji

 pagoda were completed in 710. The figure in question (North-8) is thought to be one of the Eight Kings of Beings

 {hachibushü) from the north side {nirvana scene), mourning the passing of the Buddha. Although its head was crudely
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 What if the central figure is the Dragon King himself, instead of the Buddha? If so, the deified

 portrayal of the figure suggests that he is not simply seated in his palace. The frontal view makes the

 figure iconic. Although the hands are faded, the posture of the arms reminds one of the Buddha's

 preaching mudra, and the slightly parted lips imply that he is in the middle of a sermon. Again, the

 Compassionate Flowers Sütra may provide clues.

 In volume 10 of the Compassionate Flowers Sutra, a wheel-turning king - who is in fact another of

 the reincarnated bodies of Treasure Sea - vows to be reborn seven times as the great Dragon King so

 that he can use the power of the Dragon King's wish-fulfilling pearl to provide all that sentient beings

 desire.78 By doing so, he says he will lead sentient beings to vow to attain ultimate awakening. At the

 end of his first life, the Dragon King vows that, through this charity, he will attain the thirty-two

 marks of the Buddha in his future life. Treasure Sea (later ^äkyamuni Buddha) eventually incarnates

 as a dragon king for seven lives in every world of every Buddha land, for over seventy-seven thousand

 nayutas. Due to this infinite giving of treasures as a bodhisattva, the Buddha attained his thirty-two

 marks. This story of Treasure Sea's incarnation as dragon kings may explain the unusual appearance

 of the central figure in the dragon palace in Panel 3.

 In Buddhism, the Dragon King was believed to hold the wish-fulfilling (mani) pearl, often syn

 onymous with relics of the Buddha. If this is the case, the Dragon King scene on Panel 3 parallels the

 magical appearance of relics in Panel 1, demonstrating charity in fulfilling the needs and desires of sen

 tient beings so that they will seek the Law. In addition, if we see the Dragon King as an incarnation

 of Treasure Sea, himself a past incarnation of the Buddha, then this panel, too, like Panels 2 and 4,

 becomes a tale of ^akyamuni's former lives.

 In the Compassionate Flowers Sütra, as the Dragon King/Treasure Sea manifests myriad treasure

 repositories, he announces, “These repositories contain rare treasures of gold, silver, and mani pearls. ”

 After hearing this, each sentient being comes to the king and freely takes treasures from him and uses

 them as he or she pleases. After they have done so, the sentient beings attain the path of the ten whole

 some activities and vow to attain ultimate awakening, or to follow the paths of the voice hearers and

 solitary realizers.79 In Panel 3, the attending figures and garudas, as well as the deities flying around

 Mount Sumeru, can be understood as those sentient beings who have heard the voice of the Dragon

 King and are now arriving to receive the treasures from him.80

 This brings us to the question of Mount Sumeru itself. As important as it is, the undersea world

 of the Dragon King takes up only about a quarter of the whole composition of Panel 3. Proportionally

 speaking, therefore, Mount Sumeru above it should be considered the central motif of this panel. How

 repaired in the Edo period, the metal wire used as the core of the dragon's head is original, indicating that this figure

 was built as the dragon king. See Nishikawa Shinji, Höryüji gojü no tö no sozö(Tokyo: Nigensha, 1966), 201.

 Hikekyö, Taishö y.i^y.nSc-ii^.

 Ibid., 3:157.228c.

 It is important to emphasize that even if the central figure in the undersea palace is the Dragon King rather than the

 Buddha, this does not necessarily negate the possibility that the undersea world itself was imagined through the

 Dragon King Sütra. If the Dragon King Sütra was available in the early seventh century, it would have provided one of

 the most detailed descriptions of what the undersea world looked like. Although this point requires further investi

 gation through other pictorial examples, it is possible that the great halls in the midst of an ocean where the danger

 ous garudas dwelled were part of the generic imagination of the world of dragons.
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 ever, so far, the significance or Mount Sumeru itself has not been given its due.81 Since much of the

 Dragon King Sütra takes place under the sea surrounding Mount Sumeru, the mountain itself also fea

 tures as part of the setting of the sütra. In fact, when the Buddha accepts the Dragon King's request

 to visit his world, the overjoyed king sends messages to other dragon kings that dwell on Mount

 Sumeru, as well as other gods and guardian kings, inviting them to attend the sermon under the sea.82

 Furthermore, since the acts of charity portrayed in Panels i through 4 are all conducted out of com

 passion for sentient beings, it is possible that in Panel 3, the four Heavenly Kings and Indra, who dwell

 on Mount Sumeru, as well as the flying animals and celestial beings, are there to remind viewers of the

 sentient beings (which certainly include the viewers themselves) who will be saved by these charita

 ble actions. When we return to the Compassionate Flowers Sütra, however, we find that these figures,

 too, may have a deeper and more specific resonance with what this sütra preaches.

 According to volume 10 of the sütra, the relics of Treasure Sea that have ascended to the heavens

 and been magically transformed into a ruri jewel do not simplv fulfill sentient beings' material needs

 (although they certainly do that, too).83 The sütra states:

 From the flowers, voices such as these will be uttered. The heavenly beings in the form realm {rüpa

 dhätü) will all hear these voices. They will be reminded of the good roots they initially planted.

 They will remember on their own the bad deeds they performed and will repent. They will thus

 descend to the Jambudvipa world to preach to myriads of sentient beings, leading them all to dwell

 in the ten good deeds. The heavenly beings in the desire realm (käma-dhätu) will also hear these

 voices. Their desire for possessions, their bonds of love, their cravings and enjoyments, their five

 desires, and their mental factors will all be appeased unto complete calmness.84

 Treasure Sea's vow says that the charity his relics will perform is in fact much more active and empow

 ering than simply appeasing the desires of sentient beings. The voices that emanate from the mandala

 flowers not only preach the Buddha's teachings, but remind heavenly beings of the good deeds they

 have done to be reborn as heavenly beings in the first place, helping them to act charitably for their

 sakes and for the sake of other, lesser sentient beings. In the painting, the sky is filled with animals

 For instance, Ono Genmyö comments that the reason for including Mount Sumeru is to clarify the location of the

 Dragon King palace within the world. Ono, “Kodai Chüö Ajia no Bukkyö geijutsu," 115. Ishida, on the other hand,

 points out the mention of Mount Sumeru at the beginning of the Dragon King Sütra，prior to ^äkyamuni beginning

 his sermon. However, this scene merely compares the greatness of the Buddha within the assembly to "the King of

 Mount Sumeru emerging from the ocean. ” It is not, therefore, talking about the mountain per se. Ishida, Shötoku Taishi

 to Tamamushi, 77. One of the few studies to explore the possible textual sources for the depiction of Mount Sumeru in

 Panel 3 is a 1920 article by Taki Seiichi, in which the author suggests that Panel 3 may be a scene of the veneration of

 the Buddha based on the Golden Light Sütra. In addition to its ties to Panel 2, Taki chooses the Golden Light Sütra as

 the possible foundation for this scene because this sütra features the four Heavenly Kings of the cardinal directions,

 whose palaces are prominently portrayed on the central mountain in Panel 3. Taki s hypothesis, however, does not

 include a reading of the undersea palace. Taki Seiichi, “Tachibana bunin zusni no e nitsuite," Kokka 367 (1920): 194.

 Bussetsu kairyüökyö, Taishö 15:598.144b.

 Hikekyö，3:157.212a.
 Ibid., 3:157.211c—212a.
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 and deities busily flying towards and around the central Mount Sumeru. These deities may be the heav

 enly beings who are descending to Jambudvlpa to preach to other sentient beings. In addition, if we

 look closely at the sky surrounding the mountain, we find lotus buds, much like the ones in Panels I,

 2, and 4, flying among the celestial beings. If the function of the lotus buds in the other panels is any

 indication, the ones in Panel 3 may be there to celebrate the charitable actions that are being taken (or

 will be taken) by these flying sentient beings. This reading ties Panel 3 to the rest of the paintings on

 the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal more actively than any other interpretation suggested thus far. rhus,

 the Compassionate Flowers Sütra now links Panels 1, 2, 3, and 4.

 PANEL 5 (AND THOUSAND BUDDHAS)

 So far, this article has argued that the front panel of the Tamamushi Shrine pedestal (Panel 1) and pos

 sibly the back (Panel 3) are based on the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. As for the two side panels (Pan

 els 2 and 4), I argued that while the subject matter is clearly derived from other they, too, were

 presented in such a way as to underline the teachings of compassion and charity fundamental to the

 Compassionate Flowers Sütra.

 What about Panel 5? As was discussed earlier, the general motif of this scene has long been iden

 tified as Vulture Peak, but there is still no consensus as to what exactly is happening thereon. While

 some attribute the unusual composition to mistakes on the makers' part, others have attempted to

 explain doctrinally the three buddhas and four monks occupying the central mountain.85 So far, two

 readings stand out as the most comprehensive. One hypothesis, first introduced by Uehara Kazu in

 1954 and partially supported by Akiyama Terukazu in 1975, sees the three buddhas as representing the

 three explanations of the Law, and the four monks as the Four Great Disciples of the Buddha

 (Mahäkasyapa, Subhüti, Kätyäyana, and Maudgalyäyana), whose future awakening was prophesied

 by the Buddha.86 Uehara explained Panel 5 through chapter 3 of the Lotus Sütra ("Simile and Para

 ble ').87 In this chapter, Buddha gives the parable of the burning house to his four Great Voice Hear

 ers and the other members of the assembly. Uehara hypothesized that Panel 5 portrays this scene, with

 the three buddhas symbolizing the Three Vehicles (the three carts in the burning house parable),

 while the four monks are the four Great Voice Hearers contemplating the teachings in the parable.88

 The Three Vehicles refer to three modes of Buddhist practice as taught in Mahäyäna Buddhism, or the

 practitioners thereof. They are the "voice hearers" (srävaka), who reach awakening through hearing

 the Buddha's teaching; "solitary realizers” {pratyeka-buddha)^ who reach awakening through medita

 tion ；and “ bodhisattvas, who reach awakening through helping other sentient beings, in addition to
 themselves.

 85

 86

 87

 88

 For instance, Haruyama Takematsu, the first to identify Panel 5 as Vulture Peak, speculated that the two side bud

 dhas could be decorations without much doctrinal significance, while the shape of the architectural structures (often

 described as "pagodas") where these buddhas reside may in fact be the artists' failed attempt to effectively depict Bud

 dha Halls. Haruyama, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 231.

 Uehara, "Tamamushi no zushi-e no shudai ni kansuru gigi," 26; Akiyama, "Tamamushi no zushi," 8.

 Unless otherwise indicated, translations of chapter titles are based on Burton Watson, trans., The Lotus Sütra (New

 York: Columbia University Press, 1993).

 Uehara, "Tamamushi no zushi-e no shudai ni kansuru gigi," 26.
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 The second reading was suggested by Ishida Hisatoyo, who also based his reading on the Lotus

 Sutra, but on different chapters.89 He agreed with Uehara that since there are three buddhas, they could

 represent the Three Vehicles of Buddhist practice. However, noticing that the pagoda in the middle

 is drawn slightly larger than the ones on its sides, Ishida argued that the central pagoda may represent

 the One Vehicle of the Lotus Sütra, which makes the three buddhas a representation of the doctrine of

 "Three Vehicles are One Vehicle" {sanjösoku ichijö), discussed substantially in chapter 2 ("Expedient

 Means’’). As for the monks, Ishida turned to chapter 14 of the Lotus Peaceful Practices"), which

 explains the four practices for attaining Peace of Mind {anrakugyo): the practices of body，mouth, mind,

 and vows.90 The visual evidence Ishida provides is convincing.91 Ishida's interpretation provides a the

 matic connection between the monks and Panel 3 below them.92

 Visually speaking, there are many parallels between the Mount Sumeru scene on Panel 3 and the

 Vulture Peak scene above it. For example, in both cases, heavenly deities and animals fly toward the

 central mountains, while the sun and the moon adorn the upper left and right corners. Although the

 shapes of the central mountains differ, they each include dwellers in the mountain, as well as on their

 peaks. Just as with Panel 1 and 3, these visual parallels may indicate an ideological continuity between

 the two paintings.

 What possible thematic ties are there between Panels 3 and 5? According to the Lotus Sütra, one

 practices the four ways of attaining Peace of Mind not solely for one's own attainment of ultimate awak

 ening, but to prepare oneself to protect and expound the Buddha's teachings. Chapter 14 of the Lotus

 Sütra lays out its purpose in the form of a question uttered by Bodhisattva ManjusrI:

 At this time, Bodhisattva Mahasattva Manjusri Prince of Dharma spoke to the Buddha, saying,

 "World Honorable One, [since] it is extremely hard to obediently respect the Buddha, bod

 hisattvas made a great vow to protect and expound the Lotus Sütra in the evil world to come.

 World Honorable One, how can the bodhisattva Mahasattvas preach this sutra in the evil world

 to come?”93

 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 25-27; Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi，79-93.

 Ishida, "Tamamushi no zushi-e," 30-31.

 Ishida notices that among the four monks in Panel 5, each of the lower two has a staff and wreath at his side, while the

 second monk from the top only has a ewer. As for the monk closest to the peak, there is not even a ewer. Ishida inter

 preted these objects as meditation aids. The staves, often used by wandering monks to repel malicious animals and

 insects with their sound, are depicted next to the bottom two (the lowest of the four Peaceful Practices) because they

 are meant to assist practitioners to ward off their desires (just as the sound of these staves would ward off evil crea

 tures). The practitioner above it (Peaceful Practice of the Mind) no longer needs a staff to repel desire, but instead

 meditates on the state of water contained within the ewer. Here, the state of water represents the state of one's mind.

 Finally, the monk closest to the peak (Peaceful Practice of the Vow) has already realized emptiness, and therefore no

 longer needs such meditation aids. Ishida, Shötoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 90-93. Ishida's interpretation is compelling,

 particularly since the top monk not only has no meditation aids, but is the only one who has a pair of boots next to

 him. The boots could indicate that he is now ready to step outside to preach for the salvation of others.

 Other scholars interpret the location of Panel 5 as Vulture Peak, but they believe the scene is based on other chapters

 of the Lotus Sütra. Kosugi Sugimura and Nagahiro Toshio, for instance, identify this scene as the miraculous appear

 ance of the pagoda for the Buddha Abundant Treasures (Lotus Sütra, ch. 11, "The Emergence of the Treasure Tower").

 Kosugi, "Höryüji kondö ni oku tokoro no Tamamushi no zushi," 578; Nagahiro, "Tamamushi no zushi no hitenga," 17.

 Watson, Lotus Sütra, 196. The diacritics within the quotation are original unless otherwise noted.
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 The four ways of the four practices of Peace of Mind allow one to perform the bodhisattva way of

 preaching the Law. Buddha replies to Manjusrr.

 If these bodhisattvas and Mahasattvas in the evil age hereafter wish to preach this sutra, they should

 abide by four rules. First, they should abide by the practices and associations proper for bodhisattvas

 so that they can expound this sutra for the sake of living beings. Manjusri, what do I mean by the

 practices of a bodhisattva or Mahasattva? If a bodhisattva or Mahasattva takes his stand on perse

 verance, is gentle and compliant, never violent, and never alarmed in mind; and if with regard to

 phenomena he takes no action but observes the true entity of phenomena without action or mak

 ing any distinction, then this I call the practice of a bodhisattva or Mahasattva.94

 The practice of the body mainly concerns the places a bodhisattva should not go and his proper con

 duct in preaching to others. The practice of the mouth reminds adherents that they should not be crit

 ical of others or other teachings when preaching the Law. The practice of the mind teaches that one

 should keep one's mind at peace and without anger or lust when preaching. Finally, the practice of the

 vow states that one should always perceive sentient beings (lay or not) with great mercy and, when

 facing someone who is not a bodhisattva, should always do so with great compassion.

 Spreading the Buddhist teachings (or more precisely the teachings expounded in the Lotus Sütra)

 is central to the Lotus Sütra. The sütra emphasizes its importance by dedicating two chapters (chapter

 10, "The Teacher of the Law," and chapter 19, "The Benefit of the Teacher of the Law") to this sub

 ject. Chapter 10 states, for instance:

 [I]f good men and good women embrace, read, recite, expound, and copy the Lotus Sutra, even

 one phrase of it, offer various kinds of alms to the sutra, flowers, incense, necklaces, powdered

 incense, paste incense, incense for burning, silken canopies, streamers and banners, clothing and

 music, and press their palms together in reverence, then these persons will be looked up to and

 honored by all the world. Alms will be offered to them such as would be offered to the Thus Come

 One. You should understand that these persons are great bodhisattvas who have succeeded in

 attaining anuttara-samyak-sambodhi. Pitying living beings, they have vowed to be born among

 them where they may broadly expound and make distinctions regarding the Lotus Sutra of the
 Wonderful Law. ,..95

 If the four monks in Panel 5 are meant to be the representation of the Four Peaceful Practices, then

 their connection to Panel 3 and other paintings is clear.96 The underlying theme is once again charity,

 not of the body or goods, but of the true dharma, of preaching the truth so that others may be enlight

 Ibid., 197.

 Ibid., 161.

 Whether they are meant to be the manifestations of the Four Peaceful Practices themselves, or simply practitioners

 thereof, the image of monks would be appropriate because, although the sütra makes no distinction between lay believ

 ers and Buddhist priests in this bodhisattva act of" teaching, ” the term "Teacher of the Law" (hosshi) also has the mean

 ing of "monk."
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 ened. This theme resonates with the descending heavenly beings in Panel 3 because it concerns preach

 ing of the Buddha's Law by sentient beings acting as bodhisattvas. The practice of preaching the Bud

 dha's Law is a recurring theme in other panels as well. In Panel 1，the ruri jewel transformed from the

 relics of Treasure Sea rains flowers that chant Buddha's teachings in many voices. In Panel 4, the

 brähmana writes the Buddhist truth he learned from räksasa onto rocks and grasses for sentient beings

 to read.

 What about the three pagodas on the mountain peak? Since the four monks (and the flying celes

 tial beings underneath them) relate to the practice of preaching the Buddhist Law, one can surmise

 that these three pagodas on top of Vulture Peak probably relate to the essence of what the monks

 preach. The question then becomes: what exactly are these sentient beings preaching? Uehara and

 Ishida's interpretations differ subtly, but they agree that the three pagodas somehow relate to the

 Three Vehicles of Buddhist teaching. Uehara cites the famous parable of the burning house, in which

 the Buddha tells the assembly a story of three carts that a father prepares to lure his three children out

 of a burning house.97 Once the children are safely out of the house, the father instead gives each of them

 a large, exquisitely ornate ox cart faster and more beautiful than any of the three carts originally prom

 ised. In this story, the three carts stand for the Three Vehicles of Buddhist teaching. The large cart is

 the One Vehicle. The burning house is the world of desire and suffering in which we live. This para

 ble preaches one of the most essential points of the Lotus Sütra.. that there is only one true vehicle that

 will lead sentient beings to ultimate awakening, and the Three Vehicles about which Buddha preached

 in the past are merely expedient means for those who are not yet ready to comprehend the profundity

 of the One Vehicle.

 Ishida's interpretation is related to Uehara's except that he reads the central pagoda as the One Vehi

 cle. Ishida's observation on the size of the pagodas is significant. The hovering lotus buds are painted

 only around the central pagoda, suggesting that this is the source of a benevolent act. Furthermore,

 the fact that the banners at the top of the finials of the two side pagodas appear to trail in completely

 opposite directions - as if a wind were emanating from the central pagoda - also indicates that there

 is a special power about the central pagoda. The One Vehicle is understood to be bodhisattva practice,

 the Great Vehicle of the three practices.98 The fact that there are three pagodas with clear visual cues

 indicating the superiority of the central one suggests that this is the bodhisattva way/One Vehicle.

 Ishida's interpretation of the central pagoda as the One Vehicle is therefore plausible. However, if Panel

 5 derives solely from the Lotus Sütra, then the appearance of the other two pagodas seems rather incon

 sistent with the impression one receives from the description of the Three Vehicles in the sütra.

 In Panel 5, there are actually many similarities between the depiction of the large central pagoda

 and that of the ones on its sides. Although they are smaller in size, the side pagodas are both placed on

 large, fully-bloomed lotus pedestals not unlike that of the central pagoda. Above the lotus base, the

 three pagodas all come with what appears to be a rectangular Sumeru-style pedestal. All of the three

 buddhas inside are portrayed with red kasdya and seated on lotuses in identical postures. Behind their

 heads, they even seem to have identical double-ring halos of red and blue. Although the flowery orna

 97 Uehara, "Tamamushi no zushi-e no shudai ni kansuru gigi,26.

 98 Paul Williams, M.ahäyäna Buddhism: The Doctrinal Foundations (London and New York: Rout ledge, 2002), 145-50.
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 mentations on the finials of the side pagodas are not as large or ornate as their central counterpart,

 the finials themselves are actually taller, making the side pagodas appear equally as dignified as the
 central one.

 In the Lotus Sütra, the two lesser vehicles 一 those of the "voice hearers" and "solitary realizers"一

 are explained as expedient means for preaching to sentient beings not yet ready to hear the true teach

 ing, and clearly not what ultimately leads them to perfect awakening." The practitioners who only

 study these lesser vehicles are either reminded that they have not yet attained perfect wisdom (although

 they may have mistakenly thought that they had), or if they are content, they are criticized (quite

 harshly at times) for being closed-minded.100 In Panel 5, however, although their positions respective

 to the central pagoda resemble those of bodhisattva attendants to a central Buddha figure, there is no

 nint of such a dismissal in the pictorialization of the two side pagodas. After all, the buddhas residing

 inside the side pagodas are identical to the one inside the central pagoda, their finials extend high into

 the sky, and the banners from their tips do trail in the wind magnificently. Furthermore, the two heav

 enly beings to the left and right of the peak, who are bringing down the offerings, appear to fly in the

 general direction of the mountaintop, rather than exclusively toward the central pagoda. The posi

 tioning of the heavenly beings seems to suggest that, as far as the Tamamushi Shrine is concerned, all

 Three Vehicles 一 not just the One Vehicle expounded in the Lotus Sütra 一 are to be equally venerated.

 This difference in nuance once again can be explained through the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. One

 interesting characteristic of the Compassionate Flowers Sütra is its insistence on sentient beings attain

 ing awakening within the Three Vehicles. Although the clear superiority of the bodhisattva way is

 implied, the Compassionate Flowers Sütra consistently and repeatedly refers to the Three Vehicles as the

 source of awakening for sentient beings. In fact, in volume 8, the sütra defines one of the bodhisattvas’

 four negligences {kedai) as refusing to preach the ways of the "voice hearers" and "solitary realizers"

 after attaining one's own awakening, while one of the four efforts {shöjin) is defined as the desire to

 expound all Three Vehicles even after one's own awakening.101 This alone tells how fundamental the

 inclusiveness of a bodhisattva、compassion and salvation is to the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. The

 paintings on the Tamamushi öhrine seem to share this spirit of inclusiveness, since the same message

 is repeated in Panels 1,3, and 4, in addition to Panel 5.

 99 After expounding the parable of the burning house, the Buddha says, "Shariputra, that rich man first used three types

 of carriages to entice his sons, but later he gave them just the large carriage.... Despite this, that rich man was not

 guilty of falsehood. The Thus Come One does the same, and he is without falsehood Why? The Thus Come One

 possesses measureless wisdom, power, freedom from fear, the storehouse of the Law. He is capable of giving to all liv

 ing beings the Law of the Great Vehicle. But not all of them are capable of receiving it." Watson, Lotus Sutra, 62.

 100 For instance, in chapter 2 ("Expedient Means"), the Buddha states, "Shariputra, if any of my disciples should claim

 to be an arhat or apratyekabuddha and yet does not heed or understand that the Buddhas, the Thus Come Ones, sim

 ply teach and convert the bodhisattvas, then he is no disciple of mine, he is no arhat or pratyekabuddha. ” He then con

 tinues, Again, Shariputra, if there should be monks or nuns who claim that they have already attained the status of

 arhat, that this is their last incarnation, that they have reached the final nirvana, and that therefore they have no fur

 ther intention of seeking anuttara-samyak-sambodbi, then you should understand that such as these are all persons of

 overbearing arrogance. “ Ibid., 33.

 101 Hikekyö, 3:157.218b.
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 Finally, even the metal relief of the thousand buddhas adorning the interior of the palace section

 can be understood through the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. In volume 7, as part of his vow, Treasure

 Sea proclaims that when he attains the ultimate awakening he will day by day emit transformation

 buddhas from every pore or his body. He states:

 World Honorable One: When I attain the anuttarä-samyak-sambodhi, I will day by day emit trans

 formation buddhas from each pore of my entire body. These transformation buddhas will be

 adorned with the thirty-two marks and the eighty beautiful features. I will send them to worlds

 with or without buddhas, and to the worlds of the five defilements. In these worlds, if there are

 those who commit the five heinous crimes, break the True Law and defile a sage, or sever all good

 roots; or if there are those who practice the way of the voice hearers, solitary realizers, and Great

 Vehicle, who break the precepts and fall into great sins, burn their good minds and lose the good

 path, fall into the vast and deep abyss of life and death, or walk the evil path and climb the moun

 tain of sins 一 then ten trillion such sentient beings will each have a transformation buddha that

 will preach to him/her the Law all day.102

 It may well be Treasure Sea's buddhas that we see on the interior of the palace section.

 CONCLUSION

 Charity is the central theme that brings the five paintings on the Tamamushi Shrine together. Panel

 i demonstrates charity in the form of giving of both material and spiritual gifts through relics. Panel

 3 connects to the charity on Panel 1 by focusing on the world of the Dragon King, who uses his wish

 fulfilling jewel to provide gifts for other beings, while showing above the sea the world of sentient

 beings in Jambudvlpa who will not only be saved by charitable actions, but also thereby empowered

 to perform such acts to save others. Panel 5 displays the charity of the dharma, showing the monks on

 Vulture Peak (and indeed all of the beings in the contiguous Panel 3 beneath) sheltered under the Three

 Vehicles, as emphasized in the Compassionate Flowers Sütra. The charity of the dharma is also featured

 on Panels 1,3, and 4. rinally, Panels 2 and 4 also concern charity, depicting the bodily self-sacrifice of

 a bodhisattva. The Compassionate Flowers Sütra, with its strong emphasis on the practice of charity, pro

 vided not only a textual source for Panel 1 (and possibly Panel 3), but also the ideological framework

 for the Tamamushi Shrine as a whole.

 By focusing on charity, the Tamamushi Shrine is asking its viewers to be proactive. Devotees are

 not merely witnesses of the miraculous transformation of relics, like the monks in Panel 1, or mem

 bers of the assembly in one of Buddha's sermons on Vulture Peak, or the guardian figures and bod

 hisattvas on the doors to the palace section. The shrine reminds the viewers that they are also active

 participants in the salvation of sentient beings in this world through compassionate acts of giving,

 just like the minister Treasure Sea, the brähmana, Prince Mahäsattva, or the monks and celestial beings

 who preach the Buddhist Law. The Buddha enshrined within the palace section emanating the thou

 102 Ibid., 3:157.208c.
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 sand buddhas is simultaneously a monument to the Buddha's compassion and his charity, which will

 eventually lead the devotees to ultimate awakening, and a projection of the devotees' future selves as

 awakened ones who will vow to remain in an impure world to save other sentient beings, as Treasure

 Sea did. In short, the teaching of charity that the shrine endorses is something that would have directly

 affected the everyday conduct of its audience. For this reason we need to consider what the shrine's

 position was in the society that created it.

 First we must ask: who owned this shrine, and why, out of all the available sütras, does it empha

 size the Compassionate Flowers Sütral Given the sources currently available, it is impossible to pinpoint

 the identity of its patron or patrons. The earliest document that mentions an owner is Kokon

 mokurokushö，which records that the shrine originally belonged to Suiko (r. 593-628). There is no cor

 roborating evidence to confirm this claim. It has been pointed out that the Buddhist ideologies

 expressed in the Tamamushi Shrine paintings seem to coincide with those recorded to have been

 expressed by the legendary Prince Shotoku, but the documents regarding Shötoku are hagiographi

 cal, and thus highly problematic. At the moment there is very little to securely tie the shrine to any

 single historical figure.103

 What we can say with certainty is that the Tamamushi Shrine was commissioned by a wealthy and

 knowledgeable patron. The protagonist of the Compassionate Flowers Sütra, Treasure Sea, is not a monk

 but a lay believer, a court minister. Nevertheless, Treasure Sea is depicted as a true bodhisattva, sin

 gle-handedly converting sentient beings from all of the six realms of existence, including his king,

 princes, and followers. After its introduction to the Japanese archipelago, Buddhism was promulgated

 by educated elites. The Compassionate Flowers Sutra would have been a natural favorite for the core Bud

 dhist constituencies. It is not too difficult, thus, to imagine that the Tamamushi Shrine was commis

 sioned by or for a lay audience. The fact that the paintings on the pedestal 一 that is, the paintings that

 would have been at eye level to a kneeling devotee - feature charitable actions by laymen also seems

 to support this hypothesis.

 In fact, the image of an ideal Buddhist practitioner endorsed by the Tamamushi Shrine reveals

 much about its potential patrons. As this study discussed in detail, the five paintings on the Tama

 mushi Shrine are not static; their compositions imply movement, both within each separate painting

 and within their interactions, through their carefully contrived compositional and thematic correspon

 dences. Through these interactions, the shrine constructs an image of a lay believer with an unfalter

 ing will to perform charity. The shrine is, in effect, both a testament to its patrons' own charitable will

 and a celebration of the patrons themselves as ideal Buddhist practitioners. In other words, through

 its paintings the Tamamushi Shrine recapitulates and celebrates those who commissioned it (or per

 haps those to whom the shrine was dedicated, or both). The protagonists in the paintings, and even

 the main Buddha statue itself, may be manifestations of the commissioners’ legacy. In the Compassion

 ate Flowers Sütra, the relics o: tne minister perform miracles in a time of need, and when he finally

 103 As for the planners of the shrine (not necessarily the patrons), since the sütras chosen for the paintings have strong ties

 to the Buddhism of the Northern Dynasties, Ishida suggests the possible involvement of visiting monks from Koguryö.

 Ishida, Shotoku Taishi to Tamamushi, 186-234,237-38； Nagaoka, Nihon no butsuzö, 102-3； Uehara, “Tonkö Bakkökutsu

 ni okeru 'Makasatta honjö' zu," 128-75.
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 attains awakening, he produces transformation buddhas from his body to save other sentient beings.

 By characterizing its subject or subjects in this way, the Tamamushi Shrine is putting those who ven

 erate it in the position not merely of commemorating its patrons, but of asking for their aid and bless

 ings 一 more charity.

 Therefore, we might surmise that whoever patronized this shrine saw him or herself as a practi

 tioner of charity. Was this emphasis on charity a Buddhist value highly regarded by only one individ

 ual (i.e. the owner of the shrine)? Or was it a value shared among a group, such as a community of

 devotees ？ In considering tnis question, it is important to note that the Tamamushi Shrine is semi

 portable 一 in the sense that it can be dismantled into smaller pieces 一 but it is distinctly different from

 the portable shrines small enough to have been used, perhaps, as amulets, either worn or carried around

 by a devotee. Not only is the Tamamusni Shrine much too large and complex to have been convenient

 for frequent displacement, but the fact that it is painted on all four sides, and the doors to the palace

 section open on three sides, seems to assume veneration from multiple vantage points. The difference

 is evident when the Tamamushi Shrine is compared to other examples of portable Buddhist shrines

 (fig. 34). In short, the particular format of the Tamamushi Shrine evokes a close interaction with its

 audience, but not necessarily the sense of privacy or exclusivity of an amulet or smaller portable shrine.

 If the Tamamushi Shrine was indeed meant for group veneration, as is implied in its format, then the

 Buddhist value expressed through its paintings would most likely have been something that was

 shared among the group. The shrine must have functioned both as encouragement (or flattery) and as

 a reminder to a community of devotees of ideals for daily conduct.

 The Tamamushi Shrine was only semi-movable. Therefore, not only did it have a function, it must

 have had a distinct presence as well. The unity we observe within the Tamamusni Shrine paintings

 shows us the way in which the shrine constructs its own ritual space. When we consider the effects the

 presence of this shrine would have had, it is important to note that the visual unity within the Tama

 mushi Shrine goes beyond the five main paintings. Not only do the five paintings involve mountains,

 nature motifs 一 mountains in particular 一 can be found all over the shrine, including the paintings

 under the eaves and at the cables (fig. 35). These mountain motifs conceptually tie the various surfaces

 of the shrine together, inviting us to consider the entire shrine, in a sense, as one large mountain.

 Mount Sumeru symbolized both the center of the world and the world itself. Vulture Peak was a

 mountain significant in a particular moment in ^akyamuni's life, but also existed beyond time as the

 eternal residence of the Buddha. Like those mountains, the Tamamushi Shrine was both the focal point

 of ritual practice and the entire ritual space itself. Although it is small, the central portion of the Tama

 mushi Shrine is still a central Buddhist deity within a worship hall. One could have knelt in front of it

 to pray to the deity or contemplated the paintings that surround it. At the same time, the paintings adorn

 ing its outside surfaces and the very act of opening the shrine doors connect the shrine to the space around

 it, the very presence of the shrine transforming the room in which it was placed into a ritual space.

 In the Buddhist world view, Pure Lands are imagined to be completely flat with no mountains or

 hills. Mountains symbolized imperfection and impurity 一 in other words, the world in which we live.

 As was discussed earlier, the most essential question contemplated in the Compassionate Flowers Sütra

 is why ^akyamuni Buddha attained awakening in this world of defilement, evil, and impurity, and

 remained among the four sentient beings to preach the Three Vehicles.1 he answer the sütra provides
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 is: because the Buddha chose to do so. In volume 2 of the Compassionate Flowers Sutra, the Buddha says

 to Bodhisattva Calmness of the Mind, "Good Son. A bodhisattva mahäsattva takes the exquisite world

 of purity through his vows and takes the land of impurity also through his vows. Why? Good son,

 because the bodhisattva mahäsattva has achieved the Great Compassion. Thus he chooses to take the

 world of defilement, evil, and impurity."104 The title of this chapter, "The Great Charity," confirms

 that the Buddha's decision to remain in an impure world as his universe, instead of any one of the myr

 iad Pure Lands he could have chosen from, is the greatest charity of all. If the Tamamushi Shrine is a

 "mountain," then its very presence should remind devotees of the great charity of the Buddha, who

 chose to stay among them for the sake of their awakening.

 The Tamamushi Shrine is (symbolically speaking) a mountain, and "mountains" are "this world. ”

 This means the shrine not only sanctifies a place with its presence, but it is firmly rooted in the real

 lives of its devotees. In other words, the world within the Tamamushi Shrine can be understood as a

 continuation of the real world. Tnis continuity blurs the boundaries between the painted world and

 the world in which the devotees live. Because of this blurring of boundaries, one can imagine the pic

 torial space of the Tamamushi murine expanding infinitely outward, symbolically transforming the

 everyday lives of its devotees into tales not unlike the great parables they read or heard of in sütras of

 various deeds, both the charitable and the not so charitable.

 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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 Society Eastern Division Regular Meeting on 22 September 2007 at the Tokyo National Museum. I have received guid

 ance from many individuals in revising this article, but I would like to especially thank Professors Asai Kazuharu, Ishida
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 104 Hikekyö, Taishö4c.
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 GLOSSARY

 anrakugyö安楽行
 Asuka飛鳥

 Bettöki別当記

 bunshin 分身

 Bussetsu kairyüökyö仏説海龍王経

 butsuii 仏事

 Butsumyökyö 仏名経

 Daichidoron大智度論

 Daihatsunehangyö 大般涅槃経

 daihi大悲

 Daihözöin大宝蔵院

 daise大施

 daiza台座

 danharamitsu檀波羅蜜

 Faxian法顯

 fuda akushu不堕悪趣

 fuse布施
 Lran^öji garan engi narabini ruki shizaicnö

 元興寺伽藍縁起并流記資財帳

 GaosengFaxian zhnan 高僧法顯傳

 Gengukyö賢愚経

 güden宮殿
 Guze Kannon救世観音

 hachibtishü 八部衆

 Hikekyö悲華経

 Hörinji法輪寺
 Hörvün garan engt narabini ruKi shtzaichö

 法隆寺伽藍縁起并流記資財帳

 Höryüji法隆寺
 höse法施

 hosshi法師

 ichijö 一乗

 Ikarugadera 斑鳩寺

 Jitö持統
 kedai懈怠

 Kenshin 顕真

 Kondö butsuzö tö mokuroku 金堂仏像等目録

 Kondönikki金堂日記

 Kongöbuji金剛峯寺
 Konkömyökyö金光明経

 Kösö Hokken den高僧法顕伝

 Köyasan高野山

 Longxing si 龍興寺

 Maka hannya haramitsukyö摩詞般若波羅蜜経

 makura honzon 枕本尊

 mani摩尼

 Monmu文武

 Mononobe 物部

 Muryöjukyö無量寿経
 Nihon shoki日本書紀

 Ninnö-e仁王会

 roku haramitsu 六波羅蜜

 ruri溜璃

 sanjösoku ichijö 二乗艮ロ一^乗

 sanjö ニ 束
 semui施無畏

 Shibukawa-haiji 渋川廃寺

 shishoku 四食

 shitennö四天王

 shöjin精進
 Shötoku Taishi 聖徳太子

 ShötoKu laishi-den kokon mokurokushö

 聖徳太子伝古今目録抄

 Shötoku Taishi-den shiki 聖徳太子伝私記

 Shumiza須弥座

 Suiko推古

 Tachibanadera 橘寺

 Tamamushi no zushi玉虫财卞

 Tan Wuqian曇無讖

 Tenji天智
 uiidera 氏寺

 Yamato 傻
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